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I present the characterization and applications of a technique to modify the surface of the 

conducting polymer, polypyrrole, via a novel, 12-amino acid peptide, THRTSTLDYFVI 

(T59). This peptide non-covalently binds to the chlorine-doped conducting polymer 

polypyrrole, allowing it to be used in tethering molecules to polypyrrole for uses such as 

a scaffold for the treatment of peripheral nerve injury or in surface coatings of neural 

recording electrodes. I have quantified the binding of this peptide as well as investigating 

the mechanism of the binding.  The equilibrium constant of the binding interaction of 

PPyCl and the T59 peptide was found through a binding assay to be 92.6 nM, and the off 

rate was found to be approximately 2.49 s-1, via AFM force spectroscopy.  The maximum 

observed surface density of the peptide was 1.27 +/- 0.42 femtomoles/cm2.  Furthermore, 

my studies suggest that the eighth residue, aspartic acid, is the main contributor of the 

binding, by interacting with the partially positive charge on the backbone of polypyrrole. 
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I have demonstrated practical applications of the technique in the successful modification 

of a PPyCl surface with the laminin fragment IKVAV, as well as the so-called stealth 

molecule poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG).  A subcutaneous implant study was performed to 

confirm that the T59 peptide did not induce any significant reaction in vivo.  

Significantly, the conductivity of a PPyCl surface was unaffected by this surface 

modification technique.   
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Overview. 

My doctoral work can broadly be defined as an investigation into the surface 

modification of the conducting polymer, polypyrrole.  I have primarily studied an affinity 

based approach which makes use of a peptide that specifically and non-covalently binds 

to polypyrrole.  My work describes the quantification and a proposed mechanism of 

binding, as well as applications of this peptide for tissue engineering.  Previous work 

from this laboratory identified a 12-mer peptide, T59, which binds to polypyrrole via the 

phage display technique [1].  Two papers have resulted from these studies and are in the 

submission process at the time of this writing.  The first of these discusses the 

quantification of T59/polypyrrole binding and its applications for neural tissue 

engineering.  The second presents evidence supporting a hypothesis that seeks to explain 

the T59/polypyrrole binding mechanism.  While this has been my primary focus, I have 

also participated in the development of pyrrole derivatives to obtain functional surfaces 

based on post polymerization chemistry.  This work was performed in conjunction with 

Joo Woon Lee and Francisco Serna and focused on a carboxy-ethyl functionalization on 
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the N-positions of pyrrole [2, 3].  This work has been successfully continued by Jae Lee 

who is expanding the available chemistries and uses of this chemistry [4].   

This dissertation is composed of five chapters; (1) an introduction, (2) an overview of 

polypyrrole surface modification techniques, (3) the quantification of the T59-

polypyrrole binding interaction, (4) investigations of the mechanism of binding and 

applications of this technique, and finally, (5) a summary of my conclusions with 

suggestions for future work.  The introduction chapter is intended to orient the reader to 

the targeted problems and the approaches that the lab and I have taken towards solving 

them.  Chapter two details the current state-of-the-art regarding surface modification of 

polypyrrole and my original work on other approaches to modify polypyrrole.  The next 

chapter focuses on T59/polypyrrole; specifically, the quantification of the binding and 

investigation of the mechanism of binding.  Chapter four discusses practical 

demonstrations of the T59 technique to modify polypyrrole surfaces as well as other 

tissue engineering related projects that I have undertaken.  The final chapter synthesizes 

these findings into a statement showing how this has contributed to the field of 

biomedical engineering and where I believe this contribution may lead.   
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1.2 Motivation 

The evolution of this laboratory’s interest in polypyrrole began in the 1990’s in a search 

for tissue engineering scaffolds for neuronal guidance.  As expressed in her 1997 work in 

PNAS, Dr. Schmidt describes the motivation to study polypyrrole for tissue engineering 

applications: 

“It occurred to us that a polymer scaffold or guidance channel derived 

from an electrically conducting polymer could prove potentially useful in 

not only providing neuronal guidance but in localizing electromagnetic 

stimulation as well. The electrically conducting polymer, oxidized 

polypyrrole (PP), was chosen for this study because of its inherent 

electrical conductive properties, ease of preparation, flexibility of altering 

surface characteristics, and its in vitro compatibility with mammalian 

cells. [5]” 

Since this time, the laboratory has grown in understanding of the material, the strategies 

for achieving success in neural guidance, and in recognizing new biomedical applications 

for polypyrrole.  One new application which has been envisioned for polypyrrole is as a 

material for the coating of neural electrodes due to its conductivity and biocompatibility.  

In the aforementioned PNAS manuscript, the investigators found that the neuron-like cell 

line, PC-12, adhered and extended neurites longer on polypyrrole substrates which had 

been electrically excited during culture.  This was suggested to be a function of 

preferential protein absorption on films which were being electrically stimulated [6, 7].  

These findings are not the complete story however, later studies have shown that 
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exogenous currents, applied to nerve injuries, do lead to cell regulatory events improving 

neural regeneration [8-10].  This suggests that if polypyrrole can be adapted to this role 

there may be two methods available to improve regeneration.  By accessing the changes 

in material properties of polypyrrole and by accessing the changes in cell receptor and 

growth factor regulation induced by electrical stimulation we can begin to develop 

therapies to more effectively treat nerve injuries.   

 

1.3 Polypyrrole 

Polypyrrole is a member of the conducting polymer class of materials, figure 1.1.  These 

materials are remarkable for their ability to exhibit metal and semiconductor-like 

properties while retaining some of the properties which make polymers attractive, such as 

processability and controllable synthesis.  This class of materials was first studied in 

depth by MacDiarmid, Shirakawa and Heeger in the late 1970’s [11-13].  Their work 

focused on a 10 million fold increase in conductivity of polyacetylene doped with iodine.  

Polyacetylene itself has numerous limitations which have prevented its wide spread use, 

but the system has been well studied as the ideal conducting polymer.  Current studies on 

conducting polymers focus mostly on polymers of phenyl or heterocyclic structures, 

which have dramatically improved thermal stability based on stabilization of the 

structures.  Many of these polymers are also further modified with side chains to increase 

their solubility.  

The mechanism of electrical conductivity in conducting polymers is based on the 

presence of charge carriers in the conjugated pi-bonded backbones.  These charge carriers 
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are often referred to as polarons, but can be described as delocalized charges in the 

conjugated system.  To stabilize these delocalized charges and to transfer electrons 

between chains, a dopant is used.  Two types of doping exist, p-doping and n-doping.  In 

p-doping the delocalized charge is positive, an electron “hole”, and the dopant is 

negatively charged.  Correspondingly, n-doping is the reverse situation, where the charge 

carrier is an excess electron and the dopant is positively charged to stabilize the charge.  

P-doping is the predominant option for conducting polymers as the oxidation of the 

polymer allows the inclusion of the dopant to occur simultaneously with synthesis.  This 

work makes use of p-doped polypyrrole, with chlorine acting as the dopant.  Upon 

doping, conducting polymers have an up to 12 order of magnitude increases in 

conductivity [14].    

Synthesis of polypyrrole is comparable to many other conducting polymers, scheme 

shown in figure 1.3.  Chemical methods based on condensation or addition 

polymerizations are viable, but electrochemical synthesis is both simpler and more 

common.  Both techniques typically make use of a radical-based condensation 

mechanism [14].  Either through a chemical oxidant such as FeCl3 or the application of 

an external current, pyrrole molecules donate an electron that creates a radical species 

which can react with other pyrrole molecules to form an intermediate which immediately 

rearranges to evolve an H2 moleulce and a bi-pyrrole molecule.  This process is repeated, 

forming the polymer, until the supply of pyrrole is exhausted or the oxidative source is 

gone.  The oxidative strength needed to generate the radical species is reduced for each 

subsequent monomer added to the chain due to resonance stability of the radical state.  
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This can be observed by polymerizing in a cyclic voltametry condition.  One would 

notice the oxidation peak shift lower as the reaction cycles in time.  Chemical synthesis 

methods typically result in polymer powders or thick films of particles precipitated onto 

surfaces.  Electrochemical synthesis, on the other hand, has the advantage that the 

resulting polymer deposits as a film on the working electrode [15, 16].  This film 

thickness can be controlled by the duration of applied current and film shape by the 

electrode geometry [17] .  Synthesis is typically accomplished in a standard 

electrochemical cell, figure 1.2, with the polypyrrole deposited on the working electrode.   

Polypyrrole films are rough textured, opaque, black films on the working electrode.  

Films which are thinner than several microns are usually transparent.  These films display 

conductivity in the range of 1-100 S/cm, depending on the choice of dopant.  For this 

project, I worked with chloride doped polypyrrole unless otherwise noted.  Chloride 

doped pyrrole has a conductivity of 1 to 10 S/cm when freshly synthesized.  Polypyrrole 

is a hydrophobic material; the water contact angle varies based dopant, but is 

approximately 80 degrees for the chloride doped version, but can be reduced to around 50 

degrees by doping with poly(styrene sulphonate).  These films can be delaminated from 

the working electrode, but are brittle.  Table 1.1 summarizes some properties of 

polypyrrole films compared to other common polymers.  The brittle nature of polypyrrole 

limits the utility of the free-standing films, but this may be overcome with lamination to a 

support matrix or by simply using polypyrrole as a coating.   
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1.4  Electrical Stimulation for Nerve Regeneration 

As mentioned earlier, the primary application envisioned in this lab for polypyrrole, is as 

a scaffold material for tissue engineering applications.  The first of this work was 

performed by the Langer group in the early and mid 1990’s and focused on the 

absorption of extracellular matrix proteins and cell adhesion onto polypyrrole in either 

the neutral or oxidized states of polypyrrole [7].  It was also found that an oxidative 

current did not affect attached aortic endothelial cells.  However, when the film was 

reduced to its neutral state, cells exhibited a less spread morphology.  This work 

illustrated that the properties of polypyrrole could be used to induce changes in cell 

behavior and led to later work looking at neuron like cells [5].  PC12 cells were used as 

an analogue to regenerating neurons.  These cells extended longer neurites on polypyrrole 

which was being electrically stimulated.   

In this work I will detail my use of laminin fragment treated polypyrrole to increase 

neuron-like cell adhesion and neurite extension.  In addition, the cells showing positive 

response to the surface treatment, the cells showed increased neurite generation and 

extension, in response to electrical stimulation.  This suggests that we are accessing a cell 

regulatory mechanism for neurite extension.  

Peripheral nerve damage is a common injury which due to better trauma care is being 

increasingly diagnosed and treated.  Approximately 50,000 cases of upper appendage 

nerve injury were observed in the CDC’s review of hospital care in 1995.  This 

corresponds to approximately 60% of treated peripheral nerve injuries.  A staggering 
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45% of these are from automobile accidents with an additional 20% from pedestrian-

automobile accidents [18].   

Immediately following injury Wallerian degeneration begins, although the molecular 

events of this process are still a subject of some debate.  A current review of the textbook 

version is by Coleman in the Nature series in 2005 [19].  In this process the axons and 

Schwann cells distal to the injury die and are cleared by invading macrophages, the axons 

and Schwann cells proximal to the nerve injury are cleared back to the last uninjured 

Node of Ranvier.  Following injury a normal response of clotting and inflammatory cell 

infiltration occurs.  This results in the formation of fibrin cables upon which Schwann 

cells migrate and preceed regenerating axons.  However, when the injury is large enough 

this regenerating cable will not find the distal stump.  Left untreated a neuroma forms at 

the proximal stump and a glioma at the distal stump.  A neuroma is an agglomeration of 

fibrotic scar tissue and the reformed ends of the damaged nerves, and can be a source of 

chronic pain.  Standard clinical treatment is to suture the opposing ends of the damaged 

nerve together, aligning fascicles when possible.  Millesi in the 1960’s revolutionized the 

idea of nerve repair by suggesting microsurgical repair, limited tension, and grafts for 

large nerve injury.  For long gaps, autologous tissue can be used to bridge the gap, this is 

the autograft.  This remains the preferred clinical treatment to this day. The autograft 

requires that the donor’s own tissue be harvested, as part of a separate surgical operation 

which opens the possibility of complication and nerve damage at the second site.  The 

autograft is typically the sural nerve, found in the back of the leg.  Other natural tissue 
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constructs have included muscle, vein, and tendon grafts [20].  Recent tissue engineered 

developments in decellularized nerve, muscle, vein, and tendon grafts show promise.   

Tissue engineers have considered the problem of peripheral nerve repair and have come 

up with strategies such as these modified tissue products, but an off the shelf option with 

controllable properties is a very attractive option.  Schlosshauer et al have reviewed the 

field of tissue engineered nerve grafts including the 23 published reports of implanted 

synthetic nerve guides in humans [18].  These studies cover approximately 300 patients 

and 4 materials, silicone, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyglycolic acid, and polylactide-

caprolactone.  There is debate over the general results with some suggesting that they 

provide equivalent fuctional recovery with action potential transmission rates as high as 

89%, others still report poor functional outcomes.   

In addition to the material for the conduit, another variable to be manipulated is the 

luminal filler which could be a solution or matrix, with or without chemotactic factors to 

aid in regeneration. Such fillers could involve the family of neurotrophic factors which 

has been investigated in peripheral nerve grafting.  Our polypyrrole binding peptide 

offers a complementary approach to these concepts.   

 

1.5  Neural Recording Electrodes 

Neural recording electrodes are a newer target application in the Schmidt group.  Neural 

electrodes are devices used to either record, or apply a simulative current in and around 

neural tissues.  Most commonly they are used to record the activities of specific neurons, 

or to excite a specific area of the brain in an attempt to treat a disease such as 
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Parkinson’s.  The design parameters for these devices are quite different than for a tissue 

engineering application.  While some groups have sought to generate electrodes that 

interact with the biological environment in a tissue engineering paradigm, most seek to 

generate electrodes which do not allow for cell aggregation on the surface, with particular 

attention to preventing a glial scar.  In general, low impedance is a design parameter.  

This can be accomplished by use of high conductivity materials, high surface area 

materials, and materials which resist encapsulation and protein absorption.  As with all 

protein resistant and cell resistant surfaces, some form of surface modification is used to 

change the base material.  Chapter two will detail these techniques in detail and how they 

compare to this affinity based approach.   

 

1.6  Polypyrrole Affinity Peptide: T59 

The majority of this work will deal with the characterization and use of the polypyrrole 

affinity peptide, T59.  This peptide was discovered by in 2005 [1].   The peptide was 

discovered using the phage display technique.  Phage display is a technique used to find 

peptide sequences that bind to target molecules.  To accomplish this, the technique makes 

use of libraries of genetically-engineered bacteriophages that express variable amino acid 

sequences on their coat proteins.  For this work the PhD-12 library from New England 

Biolabs was used. 

The phage display technique was first published in 1985 by George Smith in Science 

[21].  There he demonstrated that peptide inserts could be expressed on the pIII coat 

protein, in this case a partial clone of an endonuclease, and that resulted in the phage 
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particle having an affinity for rat antiserum to the whole endconuclease.  Importantly 

Smith also discovered that thecould enrich the phage which possessed the desired affinity 

1000 fold through the biopanning process.  A review of the fundamental development 

and applications of the technique can be found by Hoess in 2001 [22].   

Phage libraries have been developed to the point that they are now commercially 

available.  This project used the PhD-12 library from New England Biolabs.  This library 

boasts 1012 phages, with 109 being unique sequences.  The 12-mer inserts are expressed 

on the pIII coat protein of the M13 bacteriophage.  This technique has been used not only 

to find binding partners to small molecule and biomolecules, but also to target basic 

materials such as semiconductors, metals, and polymers [23-27].   

Figure 1.5 shows some of the common technologies for protein design via directed 

evolution as well as a depiction of the procedure.  The general procedure for this 

technique begins with exposure of the phage library to the target molecule, which is 

immobilized.  In this stage the phages with affinity to the target molecule will associate, 

immobilizing the bound phages.  The unbound phages are rinsed away from the 

incubation chamber.  At this point the bound phage must be removed from the target.  If 

possible, the chemistry which immobilizes the target molecule should be reversible, 

however in the case where it is not, acidic conditions or other washes may be used.  

When the bound phage are collected, they are then allowed to amplify in a bacterial 

culture before the phage are purified.  At this point the phages can be analyzed for 

sequence.   It is unlikely that there will be a consensus sequence at this point as there will 

be some degree of non binding phage which non-specifically interacted with the target 
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molecule or incubation chamber.  This is however the evolutionary pressure which will 

enrich the phage population in phage which have a stronger affinity to the target 

molecule. 

Therefore a technique known as biopanning is applied.  This process simply repeats the 

earlier steps of exposure to the target molecule and subsequent purification and 

amplification of the phage.  By repating this process 3 to 10 times, the population of 

phages will be steered by the evolutionary pressure to contain fewer and fewer different 

phage, reducing the diversity of the phages from 109 down to the order of 100 to 101.  For 

this project the biopanning process lasted five rounds of selection, amplification, and 

purification before a consensus sequence was isolated.   
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Figure 1.1: Chemical structure of polyprrole and electron micrograph of polypyrrole thin 
film.  This morphology is typical of a polypyrrole film which has been deposited on ITO 
and desiccated.  
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Figure 1.2: Three-electrode configuration for the electrochemical polymerization of 
pyrrole. The polypyrrole film is deposited on the working electrode.  Figure from 
Guimard et al. [28].  
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Figure 1.3.  Generic polymerization scheme for the electrochemical synthesis of 
polypyrrole.  Valid for any of the heterocycle conducting polymers. Figure from Guimard 
et al [28]. 
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Material Tensile Strength 
(psi) 

Elongation at 
yield (%) 

Young’s 
Modulus (psi) 

Polypyrrole 
toluenesulfonate 

8600 4 0.35 

Polystyrene 7000 3 0.5 

Poly(methyl 
methacrylate) 

8000 5 0.4 

Polyethylene 1800 550 0.2 

 
 
 
 
Table 1.1:  Mechanical properties of common polymers and polypyrrole.  Note the brittle 
characteristics of polypyrrole Adapted from Diaz and Hall [29].  
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Figure 1.4: Electron micrographs of three FDA approved, commercial “off the shelf”,  
nerve guides.   A, NeuraGen made from collagen. B, Neurolac made from  
polylactide/caprolactone. C, Neurotube made from polyglycolide. Scale bar, 4 mm.  Such 
nerve guides could be improved with the addition of neuro-regenerative cues and 
electrical stimulation. Figure from Schlosshauer [30]. 
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Figure 1.5:  Depiction of common protein library technologies, from Tamerler and 
Sarikaya 2007 [31]. This project makes use of a peptide which was expressed on the P3 
coat protein in a phage display system.   
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Figure 1.6:  T59 Peptide sequence and structure. 
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Chapter 2:  Polypyrrole Surface Modification 

 

 

Numerous techniques have been developed over the last quarter century to achieve 

controlled surface chemistries on polypyrrole surfaces.  Many are borrowed methods 

from other materials which have found use in this unique class of polymer.  I will be 

discussing them broadly as three approaches; covalent techniques, dopant modification, 

and affinity modification.  I will also include topical original work I have performed in 

collaborative efforts during my time here at the University of Texas at Austin.  The first 

project which I will discuss is a polypyrrole topographical surface modification project 

[1], analysis I have performed in.  The second project was a more substantial role in the 

generation of a functionalized pyrrole monomer which was used to achieve functional 

polypyrrole surfaces [2]. 
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2.1 Covalent Modification Techniques 

2.1.1 Monomer Functionality 

The structure of pyrrole limits the number of chemical modification available to two, 

substitution at the nitrogen, n-substitution, and substitution at the β-carbon, or, β-

substitution.  This strategy has one main drawback, a loss of conductivity.  Addition of 

side-chains in either position would result in distortion of the π-electron system in the 

polymer backbone. There can be additional beneficial effects from these types of 

monomer modifications, such as improved solubility.  The addition of alkyl chains to the 

polypyrrole backbone can predictably increase solubility in most organic solvents [3].  

The addition of alkyl groups to conducting polymers is a common approach; it is the 

main method by which polypyrrole is rendered soluble.  Large aliphatic dopants are able 

to associate with polypyrrole on the interior, and the solvent on the exterior. 

This topic will be continued later in this chapter when my collaboration on another n-

substituted pyrrole monomer will be discussed in more detail.  This system is based on a 

n-hydroxyethyl pyrrole base material and has a flexible chemistry accessible through 

reduction or oxidation of the hydroxyl group [2, 4].  Others have looked at different n-

fuctional pyrrole, n-methylpyrrole has been used and studied via AFM [5].   

The actual use of these techniques for surface modification can be approached in several 

ways.  Polymerization of the modified monomer as a homo-polymer would result in a 

new material with the added functionality at a very high density.  This is typically 

accompanied with a severe compromise in conductivity.  One might consider using such 
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a modified monomer in a copolymer system.  Adding in a particular ratio of pyrrole and a 

modified pyrrole, once could achieve a moderate amount of incorporation of the added 

functionality without compromising the material conductivity too severely.  Lastly, one 

might attempt to add this modified monomer as a surface layer.  By first generating the 

polypyrrole and then at the end stage of polymerization, adding in the modified 

monomer, one would achieve a high surface availability of the added functionality 

without sacrificing the material conductivity in the bulk, however there would be an 

effect on the impedance as the surface layer would have a lower conductivity. 

 

2.1.2 Non-Specific Insertion Chemistries 

Materials engineers have developed techniques to modify surface properties which are 

more broadly applicable to different materials.  These approaches make use of powerful 

oxidation or radical species to achieve new surface groups which either posses the 

desired properties, or contain functional groups desirable for further chemistry.  This 

topic will include approaches such as plasma activation, radical insertion, and other non 

specific and destructive surface modification techniques.  

The primary way in which these techniques are used in regards to polypyrrole is exposure 

to ozone plasma which oxidizes the film surface. Most often this generates C-O and C=O 

bonds which can be modified with large polymer chains, containing and abundance of 

functional groups for further modification.  Polyallylamine is often grafted onto the 

oxidized surface and then later reacted with the true molecule of biological relevance 

using some version of amine conjugation [6-9].  Most notably this technique was used to 
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tether heparin and PEG to polypyrrole surfaces in attempts to make non-protein adherent 

surfaces as well as non-thrombogenic surfaces. 

Again, the main issue with this method of conjugation is the decrease in conductivity 

induced by the changes.  In has been shown that conjugated systems which undergo this 

type of bulk surface modification show not only evidence of hetero-atom oxidation at the 

surface but also oxidation of the conjugated carbon-carbon system which imparts the 

conductivity [10]. 

 

2.2 Dopant Modification 

The dopant in a polypyrrole system acts as the counter ion to an oxidized film.  It 

functions to maintain the oxidation state of the system and transfer charges between 

adjacent polymer chains.  Polypyrrole is used typically as a p-type semiconductor, this 

means that the dopants used are negatively charged electrolytes or polyelectrolytes.  I am 

including physical entrapment in this section even though the entrapped molecule is not 

technically the dopant.  

 

 

2.2.1 Entrapment 

Physical entrapment of large molecules is the most popular surface modification 

technique used with polypyrrole due primarily to the biosensor field.  The generic method 

to achieve this type of surface functionalization is to chemically or electrochemically 

synthesize a polypyrrole in the presence of low quantity of dopant ion and the target 
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molecule for entrapment.  Some groups change the pH of the system in order to induce 

the entrapped molecule in to a negatively charged condition, which aids in the 

incorporation into the polypyrrole film or particles.  The target molecule will be dispersed 

throughout the bulk of the resulting polypyrrole, with a small fraction being partially 

exposed to the surface.  This technique does not technically belong with the dopant 

modification techniques. The mechanism of entrapped molecules does not typically 

perform the role of a dopant, this is an organizational inclusion based only on the 

similarity of macromolecular inclusion.  

While this technique is useful in immobilizing nearly any macromolecule there are very 

clear drawbacks as well.  The primary drawbacks are low conductivity, low surface 

concentration, stability of the molecule, and accessibility of the relevant portions of the 

molecule.  Conductivity of the polymer is typically compromised by the synthesis 

conditions of entrapped films.  Several orders of magnitude in conductivity may be lost 

by using this technique.  Surface concentration is a common issue because of the nature 

of entrapment.  By definition there must be sufficient bulk polypyrrole to restrict the 

movement of the entrapped molecule.  This implies that a low fraction of the surface will 

actually be exposed portions of the entrapped molecule.  Stability is an issue because 

there is typically no specific intermolecular interaction between the entrapped molecule 

and the polypyrrole, the entrapped molecule is susceptible to diffusion out of the bulk 

film.  And finally, a major drawback is the accessibility to the molecule, particularly the 

active portions of the molecule.  When a molecule is incorporated in the bulk of a 

polypyrrole film, the orientation of the entrapped molecule is semi-random.  There may 
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be some bias for polar macromolecules when the polypyrrole is synthesized on an 

electrode.  However, most systems cannot accomplish this type of control.   

The use of conducting polymers, and specifically polypyrrole, for biosensors is as a 

substrate in which an enzyme or analyte sensitive molecule is entrapped.  This molecule 

changes the electrical properties of the conducting polymer in response to changes in the 

concentration of the analyte.  Originally, this was pursued as a means to detect glucose.  

This has obvious utility in the treatment of diabetes, where obtaining accurate 

quantification of patient blood glucose level is the cornerstone of disease management.  

As early as 1986, there are reports of glucose oxidase being studied with polypyrrole as 

an electrode surface [11, 12].  A large number of works have followed, improving on the 

system of entrapped glucose oxidase in polypyrrole [13-17].  Typical design parameters 

which are being studied include attempts to improve detectable signal per unit of glucose 

and improving the surface area of the electrode.  Glucose is not the only molecule which 

has been targeted for this type of sensor. Cholesterol can be detected by entrapment of 

cholesterol oxidase, this has been accomplished in polypyrrole based systems by 

numerous groups [18-20].  Lactate dehydrogenase has been used to quantify the presence 

of L-lactate in a polypyrrole based sensor by Chaubey et al. [21].  Urea is another 

molecule of interest, urease has been entrapped in polypyrrole to successfully quantify 

urea [22-24].   

As I have mentioned, sensors typically make use of entrapped enzymes, this is not always 

the case however.  Sensors can make use of molecules which do function as dopants.  

DNA as a dopant will be discussed in more detail in later sections, but now I will cover 
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DNA based biosensors.  When a DNA molecule is entrapped or acts as a dopant in a 

polypyrrole matrix, it can be used to detect the complementary strand.  The electronic 

characteristic of the polypyrrole bulk is changed by the coordination of the DNA strand 

and its complement [25-31].  This change can then be used to quantify the concentration 

of the DNA molecule, or rather, its complementary strand. 

 

2.2.2 Doping with a Molecule of Interest 

In an attempt to achieve functionalized surfaces some groups have used large 

polyelectrolyte dopants.  These molecules typically do not interact with polypyrrole over 

the entire length of the molecule; leaving some portion of it exposed at the surface.  By 

choosing a polyelectrolyte which has a desirable property, one may use these exposed 

portions of the dopant to impart properties on the polypyrrole surface.  These properties 

may be physical characteristics or in the case of polypeptides, biological characteristics.  

This approach is very similar to the tactic just described with DNA incorporation.   

This technique is on display with one of the most common dopant choices, poly(styrene 

sulphonate), or PSS.  This common dopant gives the surface a more hydrophobic 

characteristic than a typical small molecule dopant [32].  This increased hydrophobicity 

has implications upon phenomena such as protein absorption.  Poly acrylic acid is another 

example of a polyanion which has been included in polypyrrole as a dopant [33].  Many 

synthetic polyanionic polymers have been included; however most have aimed at 

modification of bulk properties, rather than surface properties.  
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Large biological polymers have also been used to dope polypyrrole.  Polysaccharides are 

the primary examples of this group of dopants. The first example of such a dopant will be 

hyaluronic acid [34-36].  This material is found most abundantly in the vitreous of the 

eye and in synovial fluid between joints.  It is found ubiquitously in the body and plays a 

critical role in embryogenesis.  It has very good properties in resisting protein and cell 

adhesion.  This makes it an attractive coating for polypyrrole electrodes.  Joel Collier, an 

alumnus of the Schmidt lab, generated a polypyrrole/hyaluronic acid composite material 

in 2000.  While hyaluronan has a particular resonance to my research experience, the 

most common of these large biopolymers used in doping polypyrrole is certainly heparin 

[37-43].   Heparin is a common anticoagulant.  This property is highly desirable for 

polypyrrole materials which may find use in contact with blood.  One goal of this 

approach has been to generate polypyrrole electrodes for direct contact with blood.  It has 

also been conceived as a means by which to isolate thrombin by its affinity to heparin.  

Chondroitin sulphate is a very similar molecule to hyaluronic acid.  It has received 

considerable attention as a material for tissue engineering, and for its role in the glial 

scar.  A polypyrrole / chondroitin sulphate composite was generated for use as an 

electrically active tissue engineering scaffold [44].  Finally, I will present one last 

example in which a chitosan was used as a structural material [45].  The polypyrrole was 

synthesized around a sacrificial chitosan matrix which imparted a spherical structure to 

the resulting polypyrrole.   

Polypeptides have also been used as dopants.  Large homopolymer of glutamate (p-

doping) and lysine (n-doping) have been used to dope polypyrrole.  These have rendered 
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the surface more susceptible to protein absorption, and therefore cell adhesion.  More 

specific sequences have been used also, particularly in the tissue engineering and neural 

electrode field.  Dr. David Martin and  Dr. X. (Tracy) Cui have been using sequences 

from extra-cellular matrix proteins to dope polypyrrole [46-49].  The favored molecules 

for these neural applications are fragments of the protein laminin, particularly the 

sequences, IKVAV and YIGSR.  This will be discussed at length in chapter 4 of this 

work as these molecules were investigated for our uses.  

This is also a technique used in drug delivery.  Upon reduction of the film the dopant 

molecule will have greater mobility and will diffuse out of the polypyrrole at a greater 

rate.  An early example of this is ATP release [50].  This is an obvious choice for 

initiating biological events based on the presence of ATP in close proximity of the 

electrode.  This use has continued to be investigated for numerous other molecules. 

 

 

2.2.3 Doping with an “Anchor” Molecule 

A very similar approach to using a target molecule to dope polypyrrole, is to use a 

molecule with easily accessible functional groups to dope polypyrrole.  This gives the 

ability to add the dopant molecule and therefore synthesize a stable and high conductivity 

film, which is later susceptible to chemistries which are selected not to affect the polymer 

film.  This can result in a high density of added functionality due to the polymer chains at 

the surface. By doping with a molecule such as polylysine, research groups have been 
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able to access the primary amine on the polypeptide to tether a whole range of molecules 

from growth cues to enzymes.   

When approaching various surface funcitonalization methods from a competitive 

standpoint, this technique presents a formidable opponent.  Not only can one generate 

films with serviceable electrical properties, but one can introduce high density 

functionality at the material surface. 

 

2.3 Affinity Modification 

2.3.1 Absorption 

The oldest and simplest method for surface modification is exposure of the polypyrrole 

film to solutions of proteins.  This method will result in the proteins absorbing to the 

polypyrrole films which can impart desirable biological properties. 

For non-fouling and non-cell adhesive functions, this is considered a negative feature.  

For applications where cell adhesion is encouraged, this can be an effective approach.  

This phenomena was studied by Kotwal et al. who found that the application of electrical 

current can actually change the adhesion profile of fibrinectin and serum proteins [51].  

These proteins do however sustain conformational changes upon absorption to 

polypyrrole films [52].  Beyond this, there are issues with the reversible nature of the 

surface modification.  This is the primary negative concern with this method, proteins 

have no specific interaction with the polymer film, while the positive feature of this 

method is maintenance of conductivity. 
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2.3.2 Affinity Peptide: T59. 

A novel, affinity based, approach to surface modification was developed in 2005 [53].  

Using the phage display technique a 12 amino acid sequence was found which binds to 

polypyrrole.  By conjugation of other molecules to this sequence, polypyrrole may be 

surface functionalized without modifying the dopant molecule, or surface chemistry of 

the polypyrrole.  The rest of this dissertation will discuss the characterization and 

applications of this technique.   

 

 

 

2.4 Original Work 

Beyond my primary doctoral work, I have participated in three collaborations on this 

topic which have resulted in publications.  The first was in doing material 

characterization on a project which aimed to pattern polypyrrole for use in the study of 

cell behavior.  The second was in doing synthesis and characterization work for a project 

aimed at synthesizing an n-substituted pyrrole monomer.  The final, and still active, 

collaboration has been to characterize thin films of hyaluronic acid, which had been 

functionalized with pyrrole pendant groups.   

 

2.4.1 Patterned PPy collaboration 

Another form of surface modification, which is not the focus of this dissertation, is 

surface topography.   Particularly the role of micro and nano-scale features on surfaces 
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which interact with biological systems.  Topographical patterning on this scale, as a 

surface modification can be used to control the behavior of cells on a material and in 

efforts to improve the performance of electrodes.  Increased surface area in an electrode 

coated with polypyrrole typically results in lower impedance for recording purposes [48, 

49, 54].  Methods for accomplishing this include coating fibers with conducting polymer, 

or in the case of this work, patterning electrode and selectively depositing the conducting 

polymer to particular locations.  By either mechanism, the effect of increasing the area 

through which electron or ion flux may occur reduces the impedance of the electrode.   

While reducing impedance is an interesting topic, finding the critical feature size, to 

which the cell may be sensitive, or at least, the axon extension mechanism may be 

sensitive, is the question which was interrogated with this patterned system.   This system 

was used to find the critical spacing and feature sized to induce axon alignment in the 

parallel or perpendicular orientation relative to the feature.  This project has begotten 

another work modeling the behavior of these axons on patterned substrates [55].   

This collaboration was based on the work of Dr. Natalia Gomez [1, 8, 56, 57].  

Specifically, this project was aimed at studying biomaterials for use in neural engineering 

applications.  Target applications include; neural probes [48, 49, 58], nerve conduits[59, 

60] and scaffolds for tissue engineering.  Two aspects were particularly being studied, 

topography and electrical conductivity, but biochemical moieties could be added to this 

system [1, 8, 56, 57].  Polypyrrole was micropatterned by using e-beam lithography to 

write 1 µm and 2 µm wide channels on a resist coated slide, upon removal of the resist, 

the bare slide was to be used to electrochemically synthesize polypyrrole microchannels 
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in the exposed voids.  Embryonic hippocampal neurons were used as a model system to 

test the effect of these topographical cues.  These cells exhibit a very clear protocol in the 

polarization of a single axon per cell.  This is a simple metric for studying the biological 

effects of the surface channels.  It was found that cells on patterned substrates polarized 

two times more often than cells on unmodified polypyrrole.  The features were also found 

to have an effect on axonal orientation, but not on overall length.  Axons tended to 

polarized in alignment with the long aspect of the microchannels.   

My role with this project was with AFM analysis of the patterned surfaces.  These 

conclusions needed firm answers as to the depth and surface roughness measurements, in 

order to give a full perspective as to the phenomena responsible for the cell behavior.  In 

figure 2.1 we can see a series of AFM images which were used to quantify the surface 

roughness and give a confirmation of the heights measured by SEM, shown in figure 2.2.  

These images were generated in contact mode with OTR8 Probes from Veeco.  The scans 

were made in contact mode on two size scales, 50 x 50 µm and 2 x 2 µm. The smaller 

scans were also used to calculate the surface roughness of the patterned areas.  Channel 

height was found to be a function of both reagent concentration and polymerization 

current, figure 2.3 shows this relation. 

RMS roughness was found to be a function of primarily the initial pyrrole concentration.  

This indicates that the rate of reaction is a probable mechanism for the generation of 

surface roughness.  When pyrrole was present at 12.5 µM quantities, the RMS roughness 

was found to be approximately 10 nm, whereas at 25 µM of pyrrole in solution was found 

to be around 20 nm.  To understand this result, one must understand the mechanism for 
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film formation.  Polypyrrole chains form precipitates on the order of 100 nm.  The 

amount of free reagent seems to determine the size of these particles, which crash out of 

solution on to the working electrode.  In this case, the patterned slide.  It is suggested by 

these results that as pyrrole reacts, that the precipitates formed were larger for the higher 

pyrrole concentrations.   

The roughness was an important variable to control for in this study as it may play a role 

in cell adhesion due to protein adhesion [61-63].  Particular attention has been paid 

regarding the bone formation field.  These findings allowed the research to continue with 

a firm grasp on the roughness of the resulting films for a given synthesis condition.  

 

2.4.2 Carboxylic Acid-Functionalized Polypyrrole  

I have previously discussed modification of the monomer unit of a conducting polymer as 

a method of achieving surface functionality.  I have participated in such a project in 

conjunction with Dr. Joo-Woon Lee and Francisco Serna.  We sought to generate a 

pyrrole variant which could be modified with an EDC conjugation scheme to contain 

biologically relevant functionality.  Either by polymerization of this variant or its 

inclusion as part of a co-polymer, it was designed to include short, cell-adhesive, 

oligopeptides.   

Experimental: The reaction scheme is shown in figure 2.4.  My role in this study was to 

synthesize the functionalized monomer, and perform numerous characterizations of the 

monomer and resulting polymer.  Monomeric 1-(2-carboxyethyl)pyrrole (2) precursor 

was hydrolyzed from 1-(2-cyanoethyl)pyrrole (1) as described elsewhere. Briefly, 12.5 g 
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of 1-(2-cyanoethyl)pyrrole (1) was added to 60 mL of KOH (6.7 M). This mixture was 

refluxed under argon atmosphere until no more NH3(g) evolved. The reddish solution 

was acidified to pH 5 using 8 M HCl, and the product was then extracted with diethyl 

ether. The diethyl ether was evaporated, and the resulting crude product was twice 

recrystallized from boiling n-heptane to the white crystalline product (overall yield 69%). 

The NMR and IR spectra (not shown) confirmed the structure and were in agreement 

with the literature [64, 65].  

PPyCOOH Polymer films and powders were prepared both electrochemically and 

chemically, respectively. The chloride-doped PPyCOOH (3) (or PPy) films were 

electrochemically synthesized using a Bi-potentiostat (AFRDE5, Pine Instrument) in a 

three-electrode cell: a platinum (Pt) mesh served as the counter electrode, a saturated 

calomel electrode (SCE) served as the reference electrode, and an ITO slide served as the 

working electrode. The aqueous monomer solution (200 mL) containing 0.1 M 1-(2-

carboxyethyl) pyrrole (2) (or pyrrole) and 0.1 M NaCl was purged with N2 for 10 min to 

prevent oxidation of the monomer prior to polymerization. The films were deposited at an 

offset voltage of 720 mV onto the ITO electrode. The film thickness was controlled by 

integrating the passage of current. The chloride-doped PPyCOOH (3) (or PPy) powders 

were chemically synthesized by oxidizing 14.4 mmol of 1-(2-carboxyethyl)- pyrrole (2) 

(or pyrrole) monomer into 100 mL of FeCl3 (36.0 mmol) aqueous solution for 24 h at 

ambient temperature. The resulting black precipitate was vacuum-filtered and washed 

with copious amounts of DDI water until the washings were clear. The powder was then 

dried in a desiccator overnight and sieved to a diameter of 75-150 µm.  
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A cell-adhesive GRGDSP was immobilized onto the surface of PPyCOOH (3) films in 10 

mM PBS at pH 7.4 as follows. A solution of 173 µM EDC and 15 µM NHSS was reacted 

with the PPyCOOH film for 3 hours at ambient temperature to activate the carboxylic 

acid groups on the surface in a stable intermediate form of N-sulfosuccinimidyl ester 

polypyrrole.  GRGDSP peptide (1 mg/mL) was then chemically conjugated with the film 

surface for 4 h, leading to the formation of RGD-grafted PPyCOOH (4). To validate this 

coupling reaction in advance, the same procedure has been successfully conducted to 

attach a primary amine containing fluorescent molecule, 5-(aminoacetoamino) 

fluorescein (Abs at 491 nm and Emax at 515 nm), to the PPyCOOH film and  powder 

surfaces. 

Results and Discussion:  Polymer surface composition was determined using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (PHI 5700, Physical Electronics), and bulk chemical 

characterization was carried out using FTIR (Infinity Gold, Thermo).  The doping level 

was determined from the Cl/N ratio of high-resolution Cl(2p) and N(1s) core-level XPS 

spectra. Film thickness was measured using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (LEO 

1530) and a profilometer (Alpha Step 200, Tencor Instruments).  Conductivity at ambient 

temperature was measured with a conventional four-point probe resistivity apparatus 

placed on the polymer films and the flat surfaces of pellets that were prepared by pressing 

the polymer powders at 18,000 psi. Morphology and qualitative cell adhesion analysis 

were performed using SEM and optical microscopy (Olympus IX-70), respectively. 

PPyCOOH and PPy (control) films and powders were synthesized as described in the 

Experimental Section and characterized to compare physical and chemical properties 
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with the intention of selecting the most adequate surface for initial cell adhesion studies. 

Microscopic and spectroscopic characterization was carried out for both films and 

powders of PPyCOOH and PPy. The morphology of the polymers was investigated using 

SEM. Figure 2.5 presents the typical features of PPyCOOH films (A) and PPy powders 

(B). The cauliflower-like morphology of PPyCOOH films in Figure 2A is identical to that 

of typical PPy thin films electrodeposited on ITO slides, and the spherical feature of PPy 

aggregates in figure 2.5 is also typically observed in PPyCOOH powders [66]. Table 2.1 

shows the physical characteristics of PPyCOOH films and powders, along with PPy films 

and powders as a reference. The thickness of PPy films was measured from 

crosssectional SEM images. The thickness of PPyCOOH films was determined using a 

profilometer because of the difficulty in delaminating the film for SEM imaging. The 

doping levels were calculated from the Cl/N ratios of high-resolution XPS. The relatively 

lower doping level of PPyCOOH compared with PPy was believed to result from the rate 

of decrease in the polymerization associated with the carboxyethyl group substituted at 

the N-position of pyrrole. The electrical conductivity of PPyCOOH was measured to be 

on the order of 10-2 S/m, which is in the range (10-2-10-6 S/m) [65, 67] of semiconductor 

materials such as silicon and germanium. The significant decrease in the conductivity in 

PPyCOOH as compared with PPy (10-2 S/m) can be attributed to the disruption in 

planarity and the resulting disruption of the π-electron conjugation [68]. For tissue 

engineering and regenerative purposes, the semiconductor range of conductivity is 

sufficient [69, 70]; however, a layer-by-layer composite [34] consisting of PPyCOOH 

over PPy would allow both higher conductivity and a functionalized surface for 
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biosensing applications as a bioactive electrode. The presence of the carboxylic acid (-

COOH) functionality in bulk was confirmed using FTIR. PPy and PPyCOOH powders 

were blended with anhydrous KBr and pressed into a pellet by a hydraulic press for 

analysis. The PPy FTIR spectrum (Figure 2.6, dashed line) shows a prominent strong 

band at 1548 cm-1 corresponding to the H-N stretching of the monomeric pyrrole unit of 

the backbone structure, whereas the spectrum of PPyCOOH (solid line) exhibits a 

characteristic band attributable to the carboxylic acid groups at 1703 cm-1 that is absent in 

the reference PPy, indicating the presence of carboxylic acid groups at the N positions of 

PPy. 

To further verify the presence of carboxylic functionality at the surface, the chemical 

composition (in atomic %) of PPyCOOH was determined using XPS. No foreign element 

except C(1s), N(1s), O(1s), and Cl(2p) was detected in the survey spectra (not shown) 

from the films and powders. The high-resolution C(1s) region of XPS provides direct 

evidence for the presence of carboxylic acid groups at the surface of PPyCOOH films in 

figure 2.7, where the binding energy of the C(1s) C-C/C-H component centered at 284.6 

eV aligns with that of reference PPy for the comparison. The presence of carboxylic acid 

(-COOH) groups at the surface of PPyCOOH was readily detected by the appearance of a 

new C(1s) component centered at 288.8 eV. Surface modification of the -COOH of 

PPyCOOH into an amide (-NHCO-) via a peptide bond was confirmed by chemically 

conjugating a primary amine-containing fluorescein, 5-(aminoacetoamino) fluorescein. 

Fluorescent optical microscopy images in figure 2.8, panels A and B, demonstrate the 

fluorescein  immobilization onto the surface of PPyCOOH films and powders, 
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respectively. Figure 2.8 C shows the control PPy film subjected to the same surface 

treatment; however, there was no noticeable fluorescence. Both film and powder PPy-

COOH successfully demonstrated covalent bonding between the carboxylic acid (-

COOH) and primary amine (H2N-) through formation of a peptide bond (-NHCO-). In 

subsequent cell adhesion studies, however, only film-type PPyCOOH and PPy were 

studied because of the convenience in handling sample specimens for cell culture 

analysis. The N-terminus of a model peptide (GRGDSP) that promotes cell adhesion was 

covalently conjugated to the -COOH of PPyCOOH film surfaces and followed by 

HUVEC cell seeding and culture for 6 h.  

In conclusion, an acid-functionalized PPy substituted at the N-position, poly(1-(2-

carboxyethyl)pyrrole) denoted as PPyCOOH, was demonstrated as a bioactive platform 

for surface modification and cell attachment. PPyCOOH films were prepared by 

electrochemical polymerization of 1-(2-carboxyethyl)pyrrole monomer that was 

synthesized from 1-(2-cyanoethyl)pyrrole. RGD-grafted PPyCOOH was tailored by 

chemically conjugating an RGD-containing peptide, GRGDSP, onto the surface of 

PPyCOOH. HUVECs seeded on RGD-grafted PPyCOOH surfaces demonstrate an 

improved ability to attach to the surface and spread.  

 

2.4.3 Pyrrole Modified Hyaluronic Acid.  

The final collaboration I have been involved in is based on the work of Jae Lee.  This 

work builds on the n-functionalized pyrrole chemistry developed with Joo-woon Lee, 

Francisco Serna, and myself.  Hyaluronic acid has been modified to contain pendant 
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pyrrole groups.  These pendant chains can now be polymerized to each other.  When this 

reaction is performed electrochemically, these linkages anchor the hyaluronic acid 

molecules to the working electrode and form a protein and cell resistant film.   

My contribution has been to aid in the characterization of these films.  The thickness of 

the film is an important parameter for understanding both the deposition process and the 

resulting behavior.  This was accomplished by performing atomic force microscopy 

imaging of the resultant thin film.  These films presented several issues in analysis.  The 

most pressing is the need to obtain a film thickness of the hydrated film.  This requires 

that imaging be performed in solution.   

To accomplish this I have pursued two techniques.  The first technique was fluid contact 

imaging, with a low voltage setpoint of 0.2 V.  This has resulted in a series of successful 

images of the interface between the coated electrode and the uncoated electrode.  This 

allows for a very straight forward calculation of the film thickness.  Some samples have 

presented issues with standard AFM tips.  The thicker samples tend to interact with the 

tips, reducing image quality.  The polymer chains which make up the film are “dragging” 

with the tip causing numerous skips and artifacts, rendering the images difficult to 

analyze for thickness. 

The second approach makes use of the force image technique.  In this approach, an AFM 

tip is used which has a glass bead conjugated to the tip.  In a scanning pattern, the tip 

approaches the surface, contacts, and loads to a given setpoint.  At this setpoint the tip 

withdraws to a set distance, and repeats the approach, contact, load algorithm.  I have 

written a Matlab script to enable offline post processing of these images.  
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This technique has two advantages, the first being that we can clearly observe the true 

contact point of each position in the scanning pattern.  The tip mechanically raises a set 

distance from the surface, which allows polymer/tip interactions to be disrupted before 

the next approach to the surface is made.  From this information we can calculate the true 

z height.  Secondly, the loading portion of the curve can be used to calculate the 

compressive modulus of the underlying material.  This can be used to identify the 

material being compressed. The underlying electrode will be essentially incompressible 

as opposed to the hyaluronan film which will have a much softer nature.  The 

combination of these two advantages makes this technique superior to standard imaging, 

in all ways but resolution.   These scans are typically performed in an array of 16x16, or 

32x32 points, as opposed to a 256x256 or 512x512 scan of a typical image.   

At the time of this dissertation, they full study of thickness versus synthesis condition is 

not yet complete, however a sample image can be seen, figure 2.9.  This series of contact 

mode images were taken of hydrated films which were found to have a thickness of 

approximately 30 nm.   
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Figure 2.1 Representative AFM images of PPy microchannels. A) A 20 µm ×20 µm scan 
of PPy microchannels synthesized with 12.5 mM pyrrole/PSS, 144 lA polymerization 
current, and 30 s of polymerization time; B) a 2 µm ×2 µm scan of a PPy microchannel 
ridge with the same conditions as in (A) (root mean square (rms) = 10.79 +/-1.04 nm); C) 
a 20 µm ×20 µm scan of PPy microchannels synthesized with 50 mM pyrrole/ PSS, 720 
µA polymerization current, and 30 s of polymerization time; D) a 2 µm ×2 µm scan of 
PPy microchannels with the same conditions as in (C) (rms = 20.45 +/-1.78 nm); E) a 20 
µm×20 µm scan of PPy thin film synthesized with 25 mM pyrrole/PSS, 7200 µA 
polymerization current, and 60 s of polymerization time; F) a 2 µm ×2 µm scan of PPy 
microchannels with same conditions as in (E) (rms = 19.25 +/-2.28 nm). Higher 
monomer/ dopant concentration and larger polymerization current increased the PPy 
microchannel roughness. 
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Figure 2.2. PPy microchannel morphology for different electropolymerization 
conditions. (A,B,D,E,G,H) SEM images and C,F,I) light microscopy images. 
Microchannels polymerized with A–C) 50 mM pyrrole/PSS concentration, 720 lA 
polymerization current, and 30 s of polymerization time (thickness ca. 900 nm); D–F) 25 
mM pyrrole/PSS concentration, 144 µA polymerization current, and 30 s of 
polymerization time (thickness ca. 300 nm); G–I) 12.5 mM pyrrole/PSS concentration, 
144 µA polymerization current, and 30 s of polymerization time (thickness ca. 50 nm). 
All patterns were written with 0.1 nA during e-beam lithography. SEM images show an 
increase in microchannel depth and roughness with increasing current and concentration. 
Light microscopy images show darker and less-defined structures for thicker 
microchannels. Polymerization conditions control microchannel depth, roughness, and 
morphology. The scale bar is 5 µm (A,D,G), 2 µm (B,E,H), and 10 µm (C,F,I). 
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Figure 2.3. The effect of pyrrole/PSS concentration and electropolymerization current on 
PPy microchannel depth. A) The depth of microchannels polymerized with 144 µA, 30 s 
polymerization time, and increasing monomer/dopant concentration; B) the depth of 
microchannels polymerized with two different concentrations (25 or 50 mM pyrrole/PSS 
concentration), 30 s of polymerization time, and increasing current. The combination of 
higher concentration (50 mM) and current (720 µA) produces a very significant increase 
in depth. Error bars represent the STET. 
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Figure 2.4. Synthetic scheme of carboxylic acid-functionalized conductive polypyrrole, 
poly(1-(2-carboxyethyl)pyrrole (PPyCOOH) (3), and the chemical conjugation with RGD 
peptide, RGD-grafted PPyCOOH (4). 
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Figure 2.5. SEM images demonstrating the typical features of PPy-COOH films (A) and 
PPy powders (B). Similar morphologies are also observed for PPyCOOH powders and 
PPy films, respectively. 
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Table 2.1. Physical Properties of PPyCOOH and PPy Films and Powders 
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Figure 2.6.  FTIR spectra of PPyCOOH and PPy powders. The strong band at 1703 cm-2 
of PPyCOOH (solid line) confirmed the presence of carboxylic acid (-COOH) 
functionality in bulk. Note the vertical lines at 1703 and 1548 cm-1 represent the positions 
of COOH and N-H, respectively.  
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Figure 2.7.  High-resolution XPS spectra relevant to C(1s) regions of PPyCOOH and 
PPy films, respectively. A characteristic peak of PPyCOOH (solid line) observed at 288.8 
eV is assigned to carboxylic acid, -COOH, functionality. 
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Figure 2.8.  Typical fluorescent (top) and phase-contrast (bottom) images of the labeled 
PPyCOOH films (A) and powders (B), the control PPy films (C). The coupling reaction 
to form a peptide bond between carboxylic acid (-COOH) of PPyCOOH and primary 
amine (H2N-) functionalities was indirectly validated in the fluorescence images (A, B, 
and C) of 5-(aminoacetoamino) fluorescein as a model primary amine compound. 
. 
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Figure 2.9.  Fluid contact mode atomic force microscopy of pyrrole-HA films on ITO 
electrodes.  In the top two images, a raised region can be observed on the left hand side fo 
the image, this is the pyrrole-HA film.  The lower image is a closer scan of the film, with 
the electrode surface now on the left hand side, and the pyrrole-HA film on the right.  
The film was found to be approximately 30 nm thick in the hydrated state. 
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Chapter 3:  Quantification and Mechanism  

of T59/Polypyrrole Binding 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will be dedicated to the quantification of the binding of T59/polypyrrole and 

to the investigation into the mechanism by which this binding occurs.  In order to fully 

utilitze the T59 affinity surface modification technique to controllably modify a surface, a 

quantitative description of the binding must be obtained.  This description will allow us 

to know the amount of peptide needed to achieve a given level of surface functionality, as 

well as the total amount of functionality we may be expected to achieve.   

Quantification  the binding of T59 to PPyCl was investigated primarily by two 

experimental means.  The first method, an ELISA, is based on a biotinylated version of 

the peptide and a NeutrAvidin-HRP conjugate to detect bound peptide on the surface.  

This will look at an equilibrium binding assay in order to calculate the equilibrium 

binding constant, KD.  The second method is the single molecule force spectroscopy 

technique, from which we calculate the off rate, koff of the  binding interaction [1, 2].    

This single molecule force spectroscopy technique is based on the more general field of 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) [3, 4].  It was first observed in the mid 1990’s that this 
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technique could be used to detect the interaction of individual molecules on the probe tip 

and underlying surface [5-7].  Beyond this however it was predicted by Evans and 

Ritchie [8] that molecular interactions of a non-covalent nature would have a changing 

disruption forces, based on the rate of force being applied to the bound molecules.  This 

is due to the distortion of the barriers of the energy landscape which change as the 

molecular complex is stretched.  The two theories which described the expected 

phenomena were Bell’s phenomenological model in 1978 [9] and Kramers’ 1940 theory 

based on a statistical mechanical approach and later worked out by Hanggi [10, 11].   The 

dynamic nature of non-covalent bonds was later shown experimentally by the Evans 

group in 1999 [13].  Through later modeling of the system it was shown that free energy 

information [14] and kinetic information [15] could be extracted from the data which 

results from this system.  These studies have established this as a validated, quantitiative 

technique for probing non-covalent intermolecular interactions.  Later studies have 

refined the technique; however the fundamental implementation has not changed over the 

last 5 years.  I will also be presenting the number of binding events when looking at the 

variant conditions [12].  This analysis does offer insight into the frequency of binding.  It 

also allows us to clearly distinguish diminished binding and systems which do not 

interact at all. 

Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the binding quantification study.  Numerous other 

methods were attempted, including competitive ELISA, an XPS study on a cystine 

labeled version of T59 and an attempt at quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) analysis.  In 

all these techniques, save the QCM, data was collected which nominally supports the 
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more exhaustively performed studies.  The QCM experiment was plagued by baseline 

drift and a lack of signal strength.  Even though the data roughly supports the findings, 

the experiments were not repeated sufficiently to draw statistical certainty.   

The investigation of the binding mechanism was based on the hypothesis that the 

negatively charged D8 residue is interacting coulombically with the partial positive 

backbone of oxidized polypyrrole.  The AFM technique used to calculate the off-rate 

earlier was used to interrogate the system.  I have looked at ways to test the properties of 

that residue, by replacing it with glycine or glutamate, a similar residue.  I have also used 

protonation of D8  and reduction of the polymer film.  Other variations on the T59 

peptide or polypyrrole environment were performed which yielded less clear 

implications.  These studies have supported the aspartic acid hypothesis and suggested 

that there are other interactions likely based on peptide shape.   

 

3.2 Quantification of peptide binding 

3.2.1 Equilibrium ELISA 

The purpose of this study is to quantify the biding to T59 to PPyCl.   This approach was 

the most repeatable and therefore, successful method to quantify the peptide.  In this 

study, the T59 peptide was modified on the c-terminal end to contain GGGSSK-Biotin.  

A standard ELISA scheme was then used to detect this molecule on the surface, shown in 

figure 3.1.  The biotin group was used to quantify the presence of the peptide on the 

surface by its association with avidin.  Avidin-HRP conjugates are commercially 

available and any peroxide reagent kit can be used for quantification from this point.  I 
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have chosen a fluorescent reagent for this study to ensure sensitivity at the low end of 

sensitivity.   

Experimental:  PPyCl  films were electrochemically synthesized in 1 cm radius round 

wells.   ITO-coated slides (Delta Industries) were masked with silicone wells (Grace 

Biolabs).  These slides were the working electrode in a 3 electrode cell.  A platinum mesh 

was used as the counter electrode and a saturated calomel electrode was used as a 

reference.  The reaction solution contained 0.1 M pyrrole (Sigma) and 0.25 M NaCl 

(Sigma) in DI water.  Electrochemical synthesis was performed by applying 720 mV for 

30 seconds using a CH Instruments 620 potentiostat.  Following synthesis the wells were 

rinsed with DI water, soaked for 30 minutes in  70% EtOH in DI water then rinsed 3 

more times with DI water. 

A saturation binding curve was generated using a biotinylated version of the T59 peptide, 

T59-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ser-Lys-Biotin (T59-Biotin), synthesized on an ABI 430 peptide 

synthesizer by the peptide facility in the Institute for Cellular and Molecular Biology at 

The University of Texas at Austin.   The wells were blocked with 150 µl of a solution of 

5% non-fat dried milk, 0.5% Tween-20 by weight, in 7.4 pH phosphate-buffered saline 

solution (PBS) for 30 minutes at room temp on an orbital shaker.  The solution was then 

aspirated from the wells and each well, rinsed three times with 7.4 pH PBS.   Each well 

was then incubated for 60 minutes with 100 µl of increasing concentrations of T59-Biotin 

in a 3% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) solution.  Wells were then rinsed three times with 

150 μL of 1% BSA, 0.01% Tween-20 (BioRad) in a 7.4 pH PBS.   
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After the wells were thoroughly washed, 150 μL of 10 μg/ml Neutr-avidin-HRP 

conjugate (Sigma) was added to the wells and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature 

on an orbital shaker.  Again the wells were washed and 150 μL of QuantaBlu peroxidase 

substrate (Pierce) was added to each well and incubated for 10 minutes on the orbital 

shaker.  While the assay proceeded, 100 μL of the stop solution was added to a Corning 

SpecialOptics 96 well plate.  Following the 10 minutes of peroxidase activity 100 μL was 

removed from the wells and added to the appropriate well.  The excitation/emission 

maxima for this assay were 325/420 nm and the readings were taken on a Tecan Quad4.  

The results of this assay were converted to mass bound via a standard curve of the Neutr-

avidin-HRP conjugate.  

Results and Discussion:  Determination of the equilibrium binding constant and 

maximum surface concentration was achieved via a saturation binding assay, results 

shown in Figure 3.2.  This assay was performed on 1 cm radius round PPyCl films 

electrochemically synthesized at the base of a removable well on ITO coated glass.  A 

biotinylated version of the T59 peptide,  THRTSTLDYFVI GGGSK-Biotin, which we 

will call T59-Biotin, was incubated with the PPyCl films, and after washing, a 

NeutrAvidin-HRP conjugate was used to detect the bound peptide.  A fit to the Hill 

equation (Eqn 3.1) was performed, 

𝑦𝑦 =  𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑥𝑥  𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

(𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛+𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 )
 .       (3.1) 

Here, y corresponds to T59-Biotin bound to the surface, x is the total T59-Biotin added to 

the system, n is the Hill number which represents cooperativity of binding, and KD which 
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is the equilibrium dissociation coefficient.  The fit was performed with a Hill number of 

1.0, after other coefficients were evaluated and resulted in fits which did not converge.  

The results of the fit yielded an equilibrium dissociation constant, KD, equal to 92.6 +/- 

21.4 nM.  The maximum surface concentration taken as the saturation of the assay and 

found to be 1.27 +/- 0.42 femtomoles/cm2.    

The binding constant of the T59/PPyCl interaction compares in order of magnitude to 

other peptide/biomaterial binding systems such as the poly(hydroxybutyrate) system with 

a reported KD = 14 nM [16], while another recent report of a binding sequence to 

polystyrene reported no binding constant [17].  Previous work from our group has made 

use of immobilized NGF gradients from 0.2 to 0.9 ng/mm2 [18], a range of surface 

concentrations which we can achieve via this technique, which for NGF would be up to 

approximately 1 ng/mm2.  In the context of smaller molecules, we can see that our 

maximum surface coverage, 1.27 +/- 0.42 femtomoles/cm2 is within a useful range for 

cell adhesion for a molecule such as RGD [19] or IKVAV [20].   

 

3.2.2 Competitive ELISA 

In addition to an equilibrium ELISA, a competition based ELISA was performed.  As a 

way to confirm that the binding was specific, and not a physical adsorption, this 

technique is commonly used.  Homologous competition is the most straightforward 

method, this means that both the detectable molecule and the competing molecule have 

the same affinity for the target.  In our case we are making the assumption that the 

detectable molecule, T59-GGGSSK-Biotin, and the competing molecule, T59, have the 
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same affinity for PPyCL.  This is likely not a completely accurate assumption, however 

for the purposes of confirming specificity a small difference in affinity between the two 

peptides would be irrelevant.  This is in fact why we do not consider the result of this 

study a definitive answer to the quantification problem, but rather as supporting evidence.   

Experimental:  PPyCl  films were electrochemically synthesized in 1 cm radius round 

wells.   ITO-coated slides (Delta Industries) were masked with silicone wells (Grace 

Biolabs).  These slides were the working electrode in a 3 electrode cell.  A platinum mesh 

was used as the counter electrode and a saturated calomel electrode was used as a 

reference.  The reaction solution contained 0.1 M pyrrole (Sigma) and 0.25 M NaCl 

(Sigma) in DI water.  Electrochemical synthesis was performed by applying 720 mV for 

30 seconds using a CH Instruments 620 potentiostat.  Following synthesis the wells were 

rinsed with DI water, soaked for 30 minutes in  70% EtOH in DI water then rinsed 3 

more times with DI water. 

A homologous competition binding curve was generated using the T59 peptide (New 

England Peptide) and a biotinylated version of the T59 peptide, T59-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ser-

Lys-Biotin (T59-Biotin), synthesized on an ABI 430 peptide synthesizer by the peptide 

facility in the Institute for Cellular and Molecular Biology at The University of Texas at 

Austin.   The wells were blocked with 150 µl of a solution of 5% non-fat dried milk, 

0.5% Tween-20 by weight, in 7.4 pH phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) for 30 

minutes at room temp on an orbital shaker.  The solution was then aspirated from the 

wells and each well, rinsed three times with 7.4 pH PBS.   Each well was then incubated 

for 60 minutes with 100 µl of .5 nM concentrations of T59-Biotin in a 3% bovine serum 
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albumin (Sigma) solution.  Wells were then rinsed three times with 150 μL of 1% BSA, 

0.01% Tween-20 (BioRad) in a 7.4 pH PBS.  Following this, increasing amounts of T59 

were added to each well and allowed to equilibrate for two hours.   

After the wells were thoroughly washed, 150 μL of 10 μg/ml Neutr-avidin-HRP 

conjugate (Sigma) was added to the wells and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature 

on an orbital shaker.  Again the wells were washed and 150 μL of QuantaBlu peroxidase 

substrate (Pierce) was added to each well and incubated for 10 minutes on the orbital 

shaker.  While the assay proceeded, 100 μL of the stop solution was added to a Corning 

SpecialOptics 96 well plate.  Following the 10 minutes of peroxidase activity 100 μL was 

removed from the wells and added to the appropriate well.  The excitation/emission 

maxima for this assay were 325/420 nm and the readings were taken on a Tecan Quad4.  

The results of this assay were converted to mass bound via a standard curve of the Neutr-

avidin-HRP conjugate.  

Results and Discussion:  The results of this study are shown in figure 3.3.  We can see 

here that the amount of unlabeled peptide required to decrease the amount of labeled 

peptide by half was approximately 100 nM.  The 50% reduction value is equivalent to the 

equilibrium constant in this case.  This is very similar to the result of the equilibrium 

assay.  Also shown in addition to the results for 0.5 nM initial concentration is the control 

of no input T59, included to show where the baseline should be for a completely 

competed sample.  The instrument gain was approximately ten times higher for this 

experiment relative to the equilibrium assay.  This resulted in considerable baseline 

signal as well as high variability in signal.  On figure 3.3 is shown is the result of the 
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competition assay and a curve fit which was not statistically significant based on the 

homologous competition assumption. 

The analysis of a competitive binding assay depends on the affinity of the competing 

molecule.  For our purposes, we are using the assumption that both T59 and T59-Biotin 

have identical affinity for polypyrrole.  Based on the assumption that the affinity of T59 

and polypyrrole is identical to the T59-Biotin/polypyrrole affinity we can conclude that 

the IC50 is equal to K D.  IC50 is defined as the amount of unlabeled molecule required to 

decrease the labeled reagent by 50%.  This technique is called homologous competition.  

In the event that the affinity is not identical, there must be some a priori knowledge about 

the affinity of the labeled or unlabeled binder in order for this to be an analytical 

technique. 

There is a question as to the validity of this analysis however, at high concentrations the 

labeled peptide, the unlabeled peptide may be obscured by the size disparity of the two 

molecules.  Essentially, there could be under counting of labeled molecules.  To account 

for this we are using the lowest concentration of labeled molecule for which a good 

signal could be obtained.  In this way the possibility of biasing the data to the high side 

was removed.   

This technique would have been a good method to pursue the equilibrium constant, but 

the initial findings were not as consistent as the equilibrium assay.  As a result of this, the 

technique was left behind in favor of the equilibrium assay.  Upon final analysis it is 

likely that this would have been a strong support for the final binding constant 
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determination.  It is however merely corroborating evidence of non-statistical 

significance.   

 

3.2.3 XPS Study 

XPS was studied as a parallel experiment to the competition assay.  A T59 variant was 

obtained for another experiment, T59-GGGSSC, which contains a cysteine residue.  The 

cysteine was included in order to make further conjugate chemistries available, however, 

the presence of the unique element sulfur made this a possibly useful variant to quantify 

surface coverage.  The XPS technique for surface analysis uses X-rays to excite photo-

electrons of characteristic energy levels from material surfaces.  In this way we should be 

able to see the reduction in the presence of sulfur with the addition of increasing amounts 

of unmodified T59.   Again we will use the assumption that the affinity of the two species 

for PPyCl is identical. Like with the early study, this is being used as supporting data for 

specificity of binding.  The validity of this assumption as well as the additional concern 

of changing elemental composition make this result less than definitive.  However, the 

result of this study in conjunction with the ELISA based competition study confirm the 

specificity of this biding interaction.   

Experimental:  PPyCl  films were electrochemically synthesized in 1 cm radius round 

wells.   ITO-coated slides (Delta Industries) were masked with silicone wells (Grace 

Biolabs).  These slides were the working electrode in a 3 electrode cell.  A platinum mesh 

was used as the counter electrode and a saturated calomel electrode was used as a 

reference.  The reaction solution contained 0.1 M pyrrole (Sigma) and 0.25 M NaCl 
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(Sigma) in DI water.  Electrochemical synthesis was performed by applying 720 mV for 

300 seconds using a CH Instruments 620 potentiostat.  Following synthesis the wells 

were rinsed with DI water, soaked for 30 minutes in  70% EtOH in DI water then rinsed 3 

more times with DI water. 

A homologous competition binding curve was generated using the T59 peptide (New 

England Peptide) and a cysteine labeled version of the T59 peptide, T59-Gly-Gly-Gly-

Ser-Ser-Cys (T59-GGGSSC), also aquired from New England Peptide.   The wells were 

incubated with 100 µl of 5.7 nM T59-GGGSSC in DI water for one hour.  The solution 

was then aspirated from the wells and each well, rinsed three times with DI water.   Each 

well was then incubated for 60 minutes with 100 µl of increasing concentrations of T59 

in DI water.  Wells were then rinsed three times with 150 μL of DI water.  Wells were 

then dried in a vacuum over night, films removed from the ITO substrate and mounted on 

carbon tape for XPS analysis.   

XPS analysis was performed at the Center for Nano-Molecular Sciences at the University 

of Texas at Austin on the Xylos XPS instrument with the assistance of Dr. Hugo Celio, 

and previous training by Dr. Yang Min Sun.  Samples were analzyed for carbon, 

nitrogen,  chloride, and sulphur.   

Results and Discussion:  The results of the XPS competitive binding assay are 

encouraging, but plagued with potential problems.  The raw results are shown in table 

3.2, the atomic composition was analyzed for carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, and chloride.  The 

key feature to note is that the atomic percentage of sulfur decreased with the addition of 

T59 to compete for binding sites on the PPyCl surface.  When looking at figure 3.4 
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which plots sulfur percent versus T59 added, it is very clear that increasing amounts of 

T59 are correlated with decreasing sulfur content.  When analysis in terms of 

homologous competition is applied, we can see the IC50 value is of the order of 50-200 

nM.  The red line shows the level of 5.7 nM T59-GGGSSC incubated on PPyCl without 

any T59 added to compete, and the blue line is a PPyCl film incubated in DI water for the 

same duration as the other samples to provide a background control.  This agrees with the 

earlier results for the ELISA based competition assay.  When taken together this does 

seem to present mounting evidence of an equilibrium dissociation constant of 

approximately 100 nM.   

As with the ELISA based approach, there are a number of concerns that prevent this from 

being considered a definitive study.  Firstly, the content of sulfur in the background 

samples is more than 50% of the maximum sulfur content observed, and secondly, the 

atomic percentage of sulfur was very high relative to the expected values of less than 1%.  

The ratio of sulfur to other elements in the peptide itself is less than 1 in 100, when taken 

in conjunction with the PPyCl surface, we had anticipated very low sulfur signal.  Yet 

another issue is that the addition of peptide to the PPyCl surface should be dynamically 

changing the elemental composition and hence the percentage of sulfur.  Beyond all this 

there is the additional note that the assumption of homologous competition is not proven.  

The addition of the GGGSSC sequence to the C terminal of T59 is not thought to modify 

the affinity, but an effect may exist. 
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3.2.4 Force Spectroscopy Study 

To calculate the off rate for the T59/PPyCl system, we use the single molecule force 

spectroscopy technique.  We covalently attached the T59 peptide to maleimide 

functionalized AFM tips via a cystine terminated spacer at the C-terminus.  The modified 

tip was used to approach the PPyCl surface, and as the tip is withdrawn from the surface 

at different loading rates we observed the forces required to disrupt the binding 

interaction.  The mechanism behind these observations relies on the applied force to 

distort the energy landscape of the molecular interaction, thus changing the unbinding 

rates due to normal diffusive/thermal effects as the tip is retracted.  The theoretical 

frameworks for describing and analyzing the application of an external force to a bond is 

based on the phenomenological Bell model and, statistical mechanical Kramers’ theory 

[9, 11].    These analyses allow for the prediction of the most probable unbinding force 

for a given loading rate,   

   𝐹𝐹 = 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏

ln( 𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏
𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

)   .     (3.2) 

In this equation F is the most probable unbinding force for a given loading rate, r; kBT is 

the Boltzmann thermal constant; koff is the the off rate of the bond; and xb relates bond 

length to dissociation. These results allow us to extrapolate an unbinding rate from a 

linearized version of a plot relating loading rate to the most probable unbinding force [8, 

22, 23].  A plot of most probable binding force, F, versus the loading rate on a log scale 

allows us to extrapolate the intercept of F=0 would to give the value of koff.  The most 
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probable unbinding force for each loading rate is obtained by generating a histogram of 

observed unbinding events for two hundred or more force curves for each loading rate.  

Experimental:  Silicon nitride tips functionalized with maleimide via a poly(ethylene 

glycol) spacer and alkane thiol were purchased from NovaScan with a nominal spring 

constant of 60 pN/nm.  A T59 peptide was purchased which had Gly-Gly-Ser-Ser-Cys 

sequence added at the C-terminus (New England Peptide).  This peptide was 

reconstituted at 1 mg/ml in deionized H2O.  Tip modification was accomplished by 

adjusting the peptide solution to pH 8.0 and incubated overnight with the functionalized 

tip at room temperature in a humid chamber.  The tip was then rinsed with dI water 

repeatedly and used within 1 day without drying.  Tips were calibrated using the thermal 

fluctuation method in the MFP-3D software after 30 minutes of equilibration in the PBS 

buffer immediately before use; the tips used had spring constants between 30 and 60 

pN/nm.  An Asylum Instruments Bio-MFP-3D AFM was used to measure unbinding 

events.  Tip velocities were varied from 10 nm/s to 1000 nm/s to achieve a range of ~6 x 

10-8 to 6 x 10-10 N/s for the loading rate.  PPyCl films were freshly prepared for use in 

these studies.  200 approaches were performed for each loading rate and the binding 

curves were then processed for binding events. Events in the first 250 nm of retraction 

were included.  This is necessary because the PPyCl films have a rough surface such that 

the tip may interact over a large range of z positions [21].  

This protocol was also followed on a film which was incubated in 10 µM T59 in an effort 

to saturate the PPyCl surface.  The films and tips were prepared identically with the 

exception that the film was incubated in 10 µM T59 for two hours immediately prior to 
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the analysis being performed.  The T59 solution was also used as the buffer during the 

AFM pulling experiment.  Analysis was also performed in an identical fashion to the 

earlier study, however this was limited to the three largest loading rates.  

Results and Discussion:   

Figure 3.5 shows histograms of unbinding forces for 200 or greater observations of a 

T59 functionalized tip retracting from a PPyCl surface at various loading rates.  These 

histograms were normalized to the total number of unbinding events at a given loading 

rate and a Gaussian fit was performed to estimate the most probable unbinding force at 

each rate.   

These values were used to generate figure 3.6, which is a plot of most probable 

unbinding force versus the logarithm of the loading rate.  This plot allows us to now fit a 

linearization of Eqn. 3.2 to the data, and project the line to the x-intercept to calculate the 

off rate, koff.  We found that koff  = 2.49 s-1.   This technique has great potential to further 

investigate the mechanism of  binding through studies of single amino acid variants and 

changes to the physical system, such as oxidation state, dopant, or pH of the solution.  

Table 3.1 summarizes the binding parameters observed and those calculated from these 

observations.  The equilibrium constant of 92.6 nM suggests that the T59/PPyCl system 

has a moderate to strong binding interaction, and a dynamic equilibrium.  This stability 

would have implications for long term surface functionalization, both in duration of 

active surface and in the potential for cellular interaction with and rearrangment of the 

tethered motif.  If T59 is used in a situation  with low convection the interaction would be 

stable over long times due to rapid rebinding but it seems clear that in high convection 
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systems there is a high probability that the peptide would be cleared on the order of 

hours.   

An additional study performed with this technique was to incubate T59 on PPyCl films 

before performing AFM force curves in an effort to observed unbinding events.  In 

addition to exposing the PPyCl films to T59 before the same AFM pulling study was 

performed, additionally T59 was added in the solution while the force curves were 

obtained.  In figure 3.7 we can see that this addition decreased both the number of 

associations with the polymer film and the magnitude of the observed unbinding events.  

This experiment will be referred to later in the discussion of the binding mechanism, but 

at this point the important conclusion from this is that the addition of T59 in solution had 

an inhibitory effect on the unbinding event observed between a T59 functionalized 

surface and a PPyCl film. 

 

 

3.3 Binding Mechanism 

The study I will be discussing is part of a larger effort to interrogate the mechanism of 

binding between the T59 peptide and PPyCl.  This effort will be a collaboration with 

others using the molecular dynamics method of modeling molecular interactions.  I 

would like to briefly describe this effort so as to put the later studies in context.  The 

effort as a whole can be thought of as a two stage effort.  It be used to predict and 

potentially confirmation of our experimental determinations of the binding kinetics via 

free energy calculations.   However, coupled within the data will be information as to 
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which residues are involved in the binding mechanism.  These findings will be major 

motivators in choosing how to approach the binding mechanism experimentally.   

Molecular modeling is a powerful technique in the field of protein engineering and has 

subtly taken an important role in this project.  This approach will be done in collaboration 

with Pengyu Ren of The Department of Biomedical Engineering here at The University 

of Texas at Austin.  We will be performing our molecular modeling simulations on the 

GROMACS software package [24-26].  It was named as an acronym for Groningen 

MAchine for Chemical Simulation, a 32 processor system for which this software was 

originally written.  The software in this package is not built with a single set of 

parameters describing the interactions of the atoms, rather it is flexible in applying many 

of the various force interaction parameter sets, of which we will be using OPLS-AA.  

These parameters are not hard coded into the software itself, which is advantageous in 

that one is experimenting with input files, not source code.  This will be useful for this 

application because we introduce the synthetic polymer, polypyrrole, and a whole new set 

of interaction parameters, to the system containing the T59 peptide which the software 

can then recognize and use in molecular dynamics simulations.  GROMACS is even 

flexible enough to simulate an applied force to bound molecules, modeling exactly the 

type of AFM binding/unbinding experiment to be undertaken in this project [27-29]. 

The general concept of molecular dynamics computation is simple to understand, the 

number of iterations to obtain a meaningful result, however, requires powerful 

computing.  Given an input of molecular structure and interaction parameters, the 

software will calculate the forces applied on the atoms, and apply Newton’s F=ma to 
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each part and use these accelerations to update the velocities of the individual atoms.  The 

software will also contain the system to realistic outcomes through the application of pre-

programmed constraints; and after checking with these, will calculate the corrected 

velocities of the atoms and rescale the positions of the atoms in the systems.  This process 

can be repeated to progress the simulations through virtual time [24-26]. 

This is not a trivial endeavor if one wants to realistically represent the polymer surface 

with which the peptide would interact.  We can see that this software is excellent at 

finding a minimum in the energy landscape of the protein conformation.  The issue is 

how to interface this with a polymer which is not recognized in the language of the 

program.  Other members of this research group are currently working on ways to 

simulate the polymer, replicating its structure quantum mechanically, such that all unique 

electrical and physical properties of the bulk are replicated.  Fixed state models of the 

polymer may be sufficient to gather information.  The residues of interest to us are those 

which interact with the polymer and those which internally stabilize the peptide.  If 2 to 4 

residues can be identified, we will synthesize variants of T59 which remove or alter the 

predicted behavior of the original amino acid; for example if it is predicted that D8 is an 

important player in the interaction we might then synthesize variants such as E8, L8, or 

G8.   We can also test these variants using this software. 

The reality of the situation at this point is that the generation of the polymer within this 

simulation framework has yet to be completed.  This is beyond my control and I have 

proceeded with a study to investigate the most logical binding mechanism.  
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3.3.1 Hypothesis 

Our investigation of the binding mechanism is a hypothesis driven approach.  This 

hypothesis asserts that the binding interaction is composed of the aspartic acid, D8, 

interacting with the partial positive charge in the backbone of PPyCl, as the dominant 

actor in a larger binding pocket in the C-terminal half of the 12 amino acid T59 peptide.  

This is illustrated visually in figure 3.8.   

The most logical and straight forward test for this hypothesis is to simply remove the D8 

residue and replace it with glycine.  This should test the role of this residue, particularly 

the negative charge, in the binding interaction.  Similarly, the D8 residue will be removed 

and replaced with glutamic acid which should allow us to consider the situation of the 

charge remaining while the shape is slightly changed.  Between these two experiments 

one should be able to make some supportable conclusions about the role of the D8 

residue.  

The next experiment which was performed will change the pH conditions while looking 

at the standard peptide sequence.  A pH of 2.0 was tested, to check for binding in the 

event of the D8 residue being protonated.  Additionally a pH of 11.0 was used to check 

for effects of deprotonation on other residues such as the arginine.  This should also be 

capable of telling us something regarding the role of the D8 residue.   

I also looked at some variations in polymer dopant.  Particularly I changed the dopant to 

poly(styrene sulphonate), para-toluenesulphonate, and reduced the film to remove the 

dopant.  The intention of this is to look at the role of the polymer oxidation state and 

dopant in the binding interaction.  It should be noted now that the poly(styrene 
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sulphonate)  provided no results because the AFM tip interacted with the polymer chains 

resulting in forces being observed one to two orders of magnitude greater than previously 

observed forces and made observations of comparable unbinding events impossible.  Para 

toluene sulphonate which is the monomer of poly(styrene sulphonate) was subsequently 

chosen to be an analog to this experiment intended to show the influence of a bulky 

dopant.   

The final experiment I will discuss is similar to the aspartic acid variants.  I have 

generated four other variants aimed at the R3 residue and the Y9 and F10 residues.  As I 

did not have computational input at this point I have taken the chance to look at a couple 

other variants.  Regarding the R3 residue I have tested a glycine substitution and a lysine 

substitution.   The Y9 and F10 residues are being looked at as a pair, due to their similar 

nature.  I propose that the role of these two residues is in pi-pi interactions with each 

other or the polypyrrole backbone.  To this end this interaction is expected to be 

supporting but not necessarily critical to the binding.  To test this the sequence has been 

reversed, i.e. F9 and Y10 and then compared to a variant in which the Y9 and F10 

residues were simply replaced with glycines.   

 

3.3.2 Aspartic Acid Substitution Variants 

Experimental: Silicon nitride tips functionalized with maleimide via a poly(ethylene 

glycol) spacer and alkane thiol were purchased from NovaScan with a nominal spring 

constant of 60 pN/nm.  Two T59 peptide variants were purchased which had Gly-Gly-

Ser-Ser-Cys sequence added at the C-terminus (New England Peptide) as a linker.  The 
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two peptide variants were THRTSTLGYFVIGGSSC, which will be called T59D2G, and 

THRTSTLEYFVIGGSSC, which will be called T59D2E.  The peptide was reconstituted 

at 1 mg/ml in deionized H2O.  Tip modification was accomplished by adjusting the 

peptide solution to pH=8.0 and incubated overnight with the functionalized tip at room 

temperature in a humid chamber.  The tips were then rinsed with dI water repeatedly and 

used within 1 day without drying.  Tips were calibrated using the thermal fluctuation 

method in the MFP-3D software after 30 minutes of equilibration in the PBS buffer 

immediately before use; the tips used had spring constants between 30 and 60 pN/nm.  

An Asylum Instruments Bio-MFP-3D AFM was used to measure unbinding events.  Tip 

velocities were varied from 100 nm/s to 500 nm/s to achieve a range of measurments.  

PPyCl films were freshly prepared for use in these studies.  200 approaches were 

performed for each loading rate and the binding curves were then processed for binding 

events. Events in the first 250 nm of retraction were included.  This is necessary because 

the PPyCl films have a rough surface such that the tip may interact over a large range of z 

positions [21]. 

Results and Discussion:  The resulting force curves were analyzed using a matlab script 

which is included at the end of the chapter.  This script plotted the force versus z position 

and allowed the user to identify the jumps associated with the unbinding events of the 

peptide and polymer surface.  Once identified the script calculated the magnitude of the 

unbinding event and kept a record of all observed events for each force curve.  Once 

processed all events are inspected as a histogram and if found to follow a Gaussian 

distribution, is considered to have an unbinding event.  In this case, the T59D2G variant 
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had a very low number of events, and the observed events did not follow a discernable 

distribution.  The T59D2E on the other hand, did have a definite unbinding event for each 

of the two loading rates.  We can see in figure 3.9 the summary of the results.  In panel A 

we can see that the number of events for each of the variants expressed as the ratio of 

events to force curves.  This is done because the exact number of force curves obtained 

varied between 180 and 220, and the number of observed events was in some cases three 

or more times greater.  We can see from the figure that the T59D2G variant has very few 

unbinding events for either loading rate.  This is clearly indicative of a lack of binding 

events.  This was verified using three different tips over the course of the experiment.  

The T59D2E however exhibited very similar frequencies of unbinding events to the 

standard T59 sequence.   

Panel B of figure 3.9 focuses on the magnitude of the observed forces.  As noted before, 

there is no reported value for the T59D2G variant because there were so few events and 

those observed did not behave in a Gaussian fashion.  The T59D2E variant on the other 

hand, showed numerous, clear, unbinding events of similar magnitude to the original 

sequence.   

The D8 residue has been removed and replaced with either a glycine (T59D2G) or 

glutamic acid residue (T59D2E).  We can see that the T59D2G residue has lost all ability 

to bind, while the T59D2E did not seem to have a change in binding either in terms of 

rate of association or magnitude.  This implies the presence of the negative charge is 

critical, but that the exact nature of the shape seems less relevant.   
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3.3.3 pH Variation 

Experimental: Silicon nitride tips functionalized with maleimide via a poly(ethylene 

glycol) spacer and alkane thiol were purchased from NovaScan with a nominal spring 

constant of 60 pn/nm.  The T59 peptide was purchased which had Gly-Gly-Ser-Ser-Cys 

sequence added at the C-terminus (New England Peptide) as a linker.  The peptide was 

reconstituted at 1 mg/ml in deionized H2O.  Tip modification was accomplished by 

adjusting the peptide solution to pH=8.0 and incubated overnight with the functionalized 

tip at room temperature in a humid chamber.  The tips were then rinsed with dI water 

repeatedly and used within 1 day without drying.  Tips were calibrated using the thermal 

fluctuation method in the MFP-3D software after 30 minutes of equilibration in the PBS 

buffer which was adjusted to either 2.0, 7.3, or 11.0 pH immediately before use; the tips 

used had spring constants between 30 and 60 pN/nm.  An Asylum Instruments Bio-MFP-

3D AFM was used to measure unbinding events.  Tip velocities were varied from 100 

nm/s to 500 nm/s to achieve a range of measurements.  PPyCl films were freshly 

prepared for use in these studies.  200 approaches were performed for each loading rate 

and the binding curves were then processed for binding events. Events in the first 250 nm 

of retraction were included.  This is necessary because the PPyCl films have a rough 

surface such that the tip may interact over a large range of z positions [21]. 

Results and Discussion:  Once processed all events are inspected as a histogram and if 

found to follow a Gaussian distribution, is considered to have an unbinding event.  In this 

case, the 2.0 pH condition had a very low number of events.  The 11.0 pH condition on 

the other hand had a larger number of unbinding events for each of the two loading rates.  
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We can see in figure 3.10 the summary of the results.  In panel A we can see that the 

number of events for each of the conditions expressed as the ratio of events to force 

curves.  We can see from the figure that low pH condition   has very few unbinding 

events for either loading rate.  The low number of unbinding events at the low pH 

suggests that there is less association of the peptide and polymer.  The 11.0 pH condition 

however exhibited greater frequencies of unbinding events to the standard pH condition.  

Panel B focuses on the magnitude of the observed forces.  The lower pH condition 

exhibited unbinding events below 40 pN.  Just as the earlier results indicated that there 

were a lower number of associations, this is indicating that the association is not as strong 

as what is observed at the standard 7.3 pH condition.  Inspecting the results of the high 

pH condition we see that they are again of a lower magnitude than the standard 7.3 pH 

condition.  The higher loading rate had a most probable unbinding force around 80 pN 

and the lower rate had an unbinding force around 60 pN.  These are indicating that 

although the number of associations of the peptide and polymer seem to be greater at 

high pH the association is of a lesser magnitude.   

The use of the 2.0 pH condition was intended to probe the role of the negative charge on 

the D8 residue.  We can again see that when this residue has the negative charge removed 

the binding is decreased.  The high pH condition was intended as a control for 

thoroughness in an effort to know more about the binding.  It was interesting to see that 

the number of associations is seemingly greater for this condition, but that the strength of 

these interactions is weaker.  I have taken these two results as supporting the aspartic acid 

hypothesis.  The low pH results are clearly showing that the association is weakened and 
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disrupted with the protonation of the D8 residue.  The high pH results could be the result 

of several phenomena, the most likely of which is that the polymer backbone is beginning 

to be reduced by the surrounding environment.  This is affecting the binding mechanism 

by not affecting the negative charge on the aspartic acid, D8, but rather, taking away its 

coulombic partner.  This suggests that there is still an acceptable binding pocket, but that 

the main driver of the tight association, the D8/backbone interaction, is diminished and 

results in a weaker interaction.  My suggestion that the pi-pi interactions of the Y9-F10 

complex and the polypyrrole backbone stabilize the binding seems to still be a valid 

hypothesis.  With that stabilization being perhaps enough to result in what was observed 

at the high pH condition.   

 

 

 

3.3.4 Dopant Variations 

Experimental: Silicon nitride tips functionalized with maleimide via a poly(ethylene 

glycol) spacer and alkane thiol were purchased from NovaScan with a nominal spring 

constant of 60 pn/nm.  The T59 peptide was purchased which had Gly-Gly-Ser-Ser-Cys 

sequence added at the C-terminus (New England Peptide) as a linker.  The peptide was 

reconstituted at 1 mg/ml in deionized H2O.  Tip modification was accomplished by 

adjusting the peptide solution to pH=8.0 and incubated overnight with the functionalized 

tip at room temperature in a humid chamber.  The tips were then rinsed with dI water 

repeatedly and used within 1 day without drying.  Tips were calibrated using the thermal 
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fluctuation method in the MFP-3D software after 30 minutes of equilibration in the PBS 

buffer immediately before use; the tips used had spring constants between 30 and 60 

pN/nm.  An Asylum Instruments Bio-MFP-3D AFM was used to measure unbinding 

events.  Tip velocities were varied from 100 nm/s to 500 nm/s to achieve a range of 

measurments.  PPy(para-toluene sulphonate (PTS)), PPyCl, and PPyCl reduced films 

were freshly prepared for use in these studies.  200 approaches were performed for each 

loading rate and the binding curves were then processed for binding events. Events in the 

first 250 nm of retraction were included.  This is necessary because the PPyCl films have 

a rough surface such that the tip may interact over a large range of z positions [21]. 

Analogous to the assay for the T59 and PPyCl films, PPyCl  films were electrochemically 

synthesized in 1 cm radius round wells.   ITO-coated slides (Delta Industries) were 

masked with silicon wells (Grace Biolabs).  These slides were the working electrode in a 

3 electrode cell.  A platinum mesh was used as the counter electrode and a saturated 

calomel electrode was used as a reference.  The reaction solution contained 0.1 M pyrrole 

(Sigma) and 2.0 g poly(styrene sulphonate) (PSS) (Sigma) in DI water.  Electrochemical 

synthesis was performed by applying 720 mV for 30 seconds using a CH Insturments 620 

potentiostat.  Following synthesis the wells were rinsed with DI water, soaked for 30 

minutes in  70% EtOH in DI water then rinsed 3 more times with DI water. 

The PPyPSS doped films were unsuitable for analysis with the AFM technique.  An 

alternative approach was used to compare binding information regarding this condition, 

an Equilibrium ELISA.  A saturation binding curve was generated using a biotinylated 

version of the T59 peptide, T59-Gly-Gly-Gly-Ser-Lys-Biotin (T59-Biotin), synthesized 
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on an ABI 430 peptide synthesizer by the peptide facility in the Institute for Cellular and 

Molecular Biology at The University of Texas at Austin.   The wells were blocked with 

150 µl of a solution of 5% non-fat dried milk, 0.5% Tween-20 by weight, in 7.4 pH 

phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) for 30 minutes at room temp on an orbital 

shaker.  The solution was then aspirated from the wells and each well, rinsed three times 

with 7.4 pH PBS.   Each well was then incubated for 60 minutes with 100 µl of 

increasing concentrations of T59-Biotin in a 3% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) solution.  

Wells were then rinsed three times with 150 μL of 1% BSA, 0.01% Tween-20 (BioRad) 

in a 7.4 pH PBS.   

After the wells were thoroughly washed, 150 μL of 10 μg/ml Neutr-avadin-HRP 

conjugate (Sigma) was added to the wells and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature 

on an orbital shaker.  Again the wells were washed and 150 μL of QuantaBlu peroxidase 

substrate (Pierce) was added to each well and incubated for 10 minutes on the orbital 

shaker.  While the assay proceeded, 100 μL of the stop solution was added to a Corning 

SpecialOptics 96 well plate.  Following the 10 minutes of peroxidase activity 100 μL was 

removed from the wells and added to the appropriate well.  The excitation/emission 

maxima for this assay were 325/420 nm and the readings were taken on a Tecan Quad4.  

The results of this assay were converted to mass bound via a standard curve of the Neutr-

avadin-HRP conjugate.  

Results and Discussion:  Once processed all events are inspected as a histogram and if 

found to follow a Gaussian distribution, is considered to have an unbinding event.  We 

are now looking at T59 associating with PPy doped with PTS, PSS or undoped entirely.  
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Just as the 11.0 pH condition we tested earlier, we are seeking to probe the binding 

mechanism from the polymer side.  The results are presented in the same format as the 

earlier studies except that the results for the T59 / PPyPSS study was performed in the 

ELISA format as the AFM technique was ill suited because the PSS interacted with the 

AFM tip.  We can see in figure 3.11 the summary of the AFM results, in panel A we can 

see that the number of events for each of the dopant conditions expressed as the ratio of 

events to force curves.  We can see from the figure that the first PTS doped condition has 

a comparable number of unbinding events for either loading rate.  The undoped, or 

reduced polymer, also showed a similar number of unbinding events.  Panel B focuses on 

the magnitude of the observed forces.  The PTS doped sample showed lower results for 

the higher loading rate, but very similar unbinding forces for the lower loading rate.  This 

is being interpreted as a result similar to the Cl doped polypyrrole sample.  The undoped 

film on the other hand showed a very low average force required for unbinding.  The 

force was similar to the magnitude associated with the PPyCl film which was pre-

saturated with T59.   

The PPyPSS films were analyzed by equilibrium ELISA.  As noted before the AFM 

analysis resulted in observed forces one to two orders of magnitude higher than those 

associated with T59/PPyCL.  It is believed that the polymer chains of PSS were 

interacting with the functionalized tip.  Shown in figure 3.12 are the results of this 

analysis.  In panel A the results have been normalized and baselined for easy comparison 

to the standard T59/PPyCL in terms of the 50% saturation point.  A fit is not shown 

because when it was performed the R2 value was below 0.75, rendering the fit 
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meaningless in a statistical sense.  The result seems to be in the range of 100 nM in 

keeping with the hypothesis that the affinity is independent of dopant choice.  Panel B is 

the average raw fluorescence results for each of the dopants.  This is shown to illustrate 

the decrease in detectable surface concentration when PSS is chosen as the dopant.  

These findings are again supportive of the aspartic acid hypothesis.  We see that the 

affinity of the T59 peptide for polypyrrole seems to be unaffected by the chosen dopant.  

This is based on the results of the PTS and PSS doped films in comparison to the Cl 

doped film.  The AFM study showed comparable numbers of unbinding events and 

unbinding forces for the Cl and PTS doped films, and the ELISA showed that the 50% 

saturation points for Cl and PSS were similar, while admittedly not statistically shown. 

One sticking point with this conclusion is the lowered surface concentration at saturation 

with T59 on the PSS doped films.  One suggestion, and the one which is most likely, is 

that the large polymer chains of PSS obscure the polypyrrole on the surface with which 

the peptide is binding.  If one were to subscribe to this interpretation, the result would not 

only be consistent with the hypothesis, but be support to it.   

Regarding the undoped film, the results are very similar to the 11.0 pH study.  This is 

possibly a redundant event as the high pH conditions may have reduced the polypyrrole 

at the surface.  Regardless of that possibility, we can see that reduced film exhibited 

unbinding forces with the T59 treated tip at a similar or greater rate than the T59 treated 

tips and PPyCl doped film.  The difference was that the magnitude of the unbinding 

forces were much lower than the T59/PPyCl events.  The lowered magnitude is of a 

similar order to the unbinding events observed in the T59 saturated AFM experiment.  I 
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posit that this is the same phenomena; that the saturated film unbinding events were 

associations of the T59 peptide and portions of the polypyrrole backbone which was not 

partially positively charged.  The reason that the saturated experiment had such a low 

number of binding events compared to the reduced film was because the T59 peptide was 

already interacting with the oxidized sites of the PPyCl doped film used for that 

experiment and was simply unable to associated with the underlying polymer as often, 

whereas the undoped film had no such surface coverage.   

 

3.3.5 Other Substitution Variants 

Experimental: Silicon nitride tips functionalized with maleimide via a poly(ethylene 

glycol) spacer and alkane thiol were purchased from NovaScan with a nominal spring 

constant of 60 pn/nm.  Two T59 peptide variants were purchased which had Gly-Gly-Ser-

Ser-Cys sequence added at the C-terminus (New England Peptide) as a linker.  The four 

peptide variants were THGTSTLDYFVIGGSSC, which will be called T59R2G, 

THKTSTLDYFVIGGSSC, which will be called T59R2K, THRTSTLDGGVIGGSSC, 

which will be called T59YF2GG, and THRTSTLDFYVIGGSSC, which will be called 

T59YF2FY.  The peptides were reconstituted at 1 mg/ml in deionized H2O.  Tip 

modification was accomplished by adjusting the peptide solution to pH=8.0 and 

incubated overnight with the functionalized tip at room temperature in a humid chamber.  

The tips were then rinsed with dI water repeatedly and used within 1 day without drying.  

Tips were calibrated using the thermal fluctuation method in the MFP-3D software after 

30 minutes of equilibration in the PBS buffer immediately before use; the tips used had 
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spring constants between 30 and 60 pN/nm.  An Asylum Instruments Bio-MFP-3D AFM 

was used to measure unbinding events.  Tip velocities were varied from 100 nm/s to 500 

nm/s to achieve a range of measurements.  PPyCl films were freshly prepared for use in 

these studies.  200 approaches were performed for each loading rate and the binding 

curves were then processed for binding events. Events in the first 250 nm of retraction 

were included.  This is necessary because the PPyCl films have a rough surface such that 

the tip may interact over a large range of z positions [21]. 

Results and Discussion:  Once processed all events are inspected as a histogram and if 

found to follow a Gaussian distribution, is considered to have an unbinding event.  In this 

case, the T59R2K and T59YF2FY variants had very few events, and the observed events 

did not follow a discernable distribution.  The T59R2G and T59YF2GG on the other 

hand, had more unbinding events. In particular the T59R2G variant had a well fit 

Gaussian distribution defining a clear unbinding event.  The T59YF2GG event was a less 

well fit distribution, indicating a less definite unbinding event but the number of observed 

events was sufficient to generate a rough histogram.  As for the other conditions we can 

see in figure 3.13 the summary of the results for all these variants.  In panel A we can see 

that the number of events for each of the variants expressed as the ratio of events to force 

curves.  As noted above, the only one of these additional variants which showed a large 

number of unbinding events was the T59R2G variant.  This suggests that this was the 

only one of the variants which did not affect the binding.  The T59YF2GG sequence 

seems to have a moderate number of unbinding events, too many for there not to be an 

underlying phenomena, but insufficient to yield much information.  In keeping with 
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previous format; panel B focuses on the magnitude of the observed forces.  There are no 

values reported for the T59R2K and T59YF2FY variants because of the lack of events 

observed.  Comparing to the original T59 sequence, the T59R2G variant had a similar 

magnitude of unbinding events at the lower loading rate, but a lower unbinding force at 

the higher loading rate.  As mentioned above the distributions of the unbinding forces for 

the T59YF2GG peptide was more widely varied than for any other condition 

investigated.  The reported forces are the result of the observed data but with seemingly 

less certainty that they point to a definite underlying event.   

These variants were investigated in an effort to gain understanding of the binding 

interaction based on a wider approach.  There is less of a narrative emerging from this 

data.  It seems that the R3 residue can be removed without significant disruption of the 

binding behavior, but that if it is replaced with a similar molecule such as lysine the 

resulting shape change due to the new amino acid is disruptive.  The YF complex 

variations were hoped to cast some light on the binding “pocket” around the D8 residue.  

It has been considered likely that these two residues interacted in a pi-pi fashion with the 

polypyrrole backbone.  We can see from these results that the removal of these two 

residues and replacement with glycine renders the unbinding behavior much less stable.  

The number of unbinding events was decreased and the regularity of the magnitudes was 

decreased.  This is in comparison to the reversal of the order of the residues which 

seemed to completely eliminate binding.  This area of the peptide clearly needed 

continued study as these two experiments do not seem to offer a clear story about their 
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role in binding.  But one might posit that the reversal of the order in some way changed 

the binding pocket which ordinarily stabilizes the interaction.   

 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have detailed the process by which the binding of T59 and polypyrrole 

was quantified and supported the hypothesis which explains the mechanism by which this 

binding is occurring.  The binding quantification was accomplished by an equilibrium 

binding curve based on a biotinylated version of the T59 peptide. This finding was 

supported by two homologous competition binding assays.  One assay was based on 

biotinylated version of the peptide competing with the standard T59 detected by 

enzymatic means, while the other assay was based on T59 competing with a T59 

containing a GGGSSC spacer on the c-terminus, this contains a unique element, sulphur, 

and can be quantified by XPS.  The dissociation constant, KD, found from the equilibrium 

binding assay was 92.6 nM with maximum possible surface concentration of 

approximately 1.25 femtomoles/cm2.  Each of the competition assays had a number of 

issues with the results but they nominally supported the conclusion that KD in the range 

of 100 nM.  To determine the kinetics of binding a technique known as single molecule 

force spectroscopy was employed.  This approach makes use of the distortions in the 

energy landscape when a molecular binding complex is subjected to external forces.  By 

applying force at a variable rate, the spontaneous dissociation of the complex is observed 

at different final force magnitudes.  Analysis of these allows us to predict the natural 

unbinding rate, or off-rate, k-1.  The off rate was found to be 2.5 s-1 for the T59/PPyCl 
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binding complex.  This allowed us to extrapolate an on-rate based on these two results, 

which was 2.5 x 10-7 M-1S-1.  This allows a classic quantitative description of the binding 

pair, T59 and chloride doped polypyrrole.  Refer to table 3.1 for a summary of the 

quantification findings.   

My investigation of the binding mechanism was based on the hypothesis that the eighth 

residue in the T59 sequence, an aspartic acid, is providing a major coulombic 

contribution by associating with the partially positively charged backbone of oxidized 

polypyrrole.  The mechanism was studied primarily with the same AFM single molecule 

technique.  Sequence variants of T59 were investigated as well as different conditions of 

the polymer and surrounding environment.   

The most logical and direct way to test this theory was to check if the replacement of the 

D8 residue with different amino acids disrupted binding.  This was found to be the case 

when glycine was inserted into the 8th position in the sequence in place of aspartic acid.  

But interestingly the binding was not affected by the replacement of the D8 residue with 

glutamic acid, a similar amino acid which importantly contains a negative charge, 

reinforcing the notion that the coulombic interaction is critical to binding.  Further 

investigations looked at the binding under different pH conditions.  At a pH of 2.0, when 

the D8 residue would be protonated there was diminished binding, indicating again that 

the loss of the coulombic contribution was disruptive to the binding of T59 and 

polypyrrole.  At high pH the number of unbinding events observed was unchanged or 

even higher, but the magnitude of force applied at unbinding was greatly decreased, 

indicating that the association was less energetically stable.   
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I next presented evidence based on changes in polymer properties, the dopant and 

oxidation state in particular.  Para-toluene sulphonate (pTS) was used as a small molecule 

dopant, other than chloride, and poly(styrene-sulphonate) (PSS) was used as a polymer 

dopant.  Using an ELISA analysis similar to the one used to quantify the T59 binding to 

PPyCl was used to investigate the binding of T59 to PPyPSS, it was shown that the 

affinity was comparable in the 100 nM range but that the final surface concentrations was 

lower.  This finding, in conjunction with the results of the AFM study on the pTS doped 

films which showed similar results to the Cl doped films, it is appears that choice dopant 

does not affect the underlying affinity.  The results for the reduced, or undoped films, are 

different however.  While there were as many or more unbinding events observed, the 

forces as which unbinding was observed was much lower.  This is similar to the high pH 

condition where the binding was likely less energetically stable, hence the lower forces 

required to disrupt the binding interaction.  This suggests that the peptide is interacting 

with the oxidized polypyrrole backbone, where the dopant acts to stabilize the partial 

positive charge with which the T59 peptide is interacting.  Furthermore, there seems to be 

more than the simple coulombic interaction, as binding is still observed for in the case of 

the oxidized film, just in a less energetically stable manifestation.  One last piece of 

evidence to support the theory was the saturation experiment performed along with the 

single molecule force spectroscopy experiment.  The PPyCl films were treated with T59 

prior to the experiment in an effort to disrupt the observed binding.  The results of this 

study were similar to those of the undoped films.  This is possibly due to the 
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functionalized tip interacting with uncharged regions of polymer which were not 

occupied by the free T59 bound to the charged areas.   

Taken as a whole, this data supports the hypothesis put forward, that there is an 

association of the T59 peptide and the oxidized backbone, in large part stabilized by the 

coulombic interaction of the D8 residue and the partially positive charge delocalized 

along the conjugated polypyrrole backbone. 
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Table 3.1.  Summary of the binding parameters of the T59/PPyCl system. KD was 
determined by equilibrium binding assay, and confirmed by two homologous binding 
studies.  koff, was found via the single molecule force spectroscopy technique.  Which 
allow the calculation of the on-rate and half-life. 
 
  

T59/PPyCl Binding 
Parameters 
KD 92.6 nM 

koff 2.4 s-1 

kon 2.55 x 107 M-1 s-1 
t 1/2 1039.5 s 
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Figure 3.1.  ELISA quantification scheme for T59/PPyCl, used in the equilibrium 
binding assay.   
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Figure 3.2. Results of equilibrium binding assay.  T59 incubated on PPyCl films and 
detected with NeutrAvadin-HRP.  Hill equation fit shown, n=3, KD = 92.6 +/- 21.4 nM, 
Hill coefficient of 1.  
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Figure 3.3.  Results of the ELISA based homologous competition assay.  T59 was used 
to compete off a biotinylated version of T59, NeutrAvidin-HRP was used to detect 
surface bound T59-Biotin.  We can see that the IC50 is in the range of 50-100 nM, which 
is in agreement with the equilibrium binding assay finding of KD = 92.6 nM.   
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5.7 nM T59-GGGSSC 
Added.   

T59 Added (nM) S2p N1s Cl2p C1s 
0.0 8.55 19.89 0.78 70.78 
5.7 9.36 19.3 0.12 71.22 

57.4 7.37 20.19 0.17 72.27 
574.4 6.6 21.62 0.29 71.49 

5743.8 6.23 22.96 0.5 70.31 
No T59GGGSSC 

ADDED 5.23 19.24 1.31 74.22 
 
Table 3.2.  XPS competition assay results.  Table shows the atomic percentage of 
sulphur, nitrogen, chloride, and carbon versus the amount of T59 added to compete with 
T59-GGGSSC.  Samples were intially treated with 5.7 nM T59-GGGSSC.  Sulphur 
content observed is higher than that expected from peptide modification. Additionally the 
background is more than 50% of signal.  
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Figure 3.4.  Homologous competition assay performed with the T59-GGGSSC as the 
labeled molecule.  XPS was used to follow the sulphur elemental content in an effort to 
quantify the decrease in T59-GGGSSC upon the addition of T59.  Added is the result of 
the initial amount of T59-GGSC added (in red), and the result of a film incubated in PBS 
(in blue).  Again the data suggest an IC50 in of the order of 100 nM.  The discrepancy in 
the atomic concentration is possibly due to the introduction of different elemental ratios 
with the increase in peptide surface coverage.   
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Figure 3.5. Normalized histograms of unbinding events observed for loading rates of 
6000, 3000, 600, 300, and 60 pN/s, n=200 curves per loading rate, solid grey line is a 
Gaussian fit used to determine the most probable unbinding force.  
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Figure 3.6. Plot of most probable unbinding force versus the logarithm of the loading 
rate.  The solid line is the fit of unbinding force versus loading rate.  Kramer model 
predicts the off-rate, koff  = 2.49 s-1  
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Figure 3.7.  Results of the AFM force spectroscopy study with T59 functionalized tips 
with PPyCl slides.  The top chart shows the ratio of unbinding events and force curves.  
The second chart shows the most probable unbinding force based on a gaussian fit.  The 
red marks denote the results for films which were treated with 1µM T59 prior to testing.  
We can see that films which are treated with T59 do not interact with the functionalized 
tip.   
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Figure 3.8.  Proposed binding mechanism of the T59 and PPyCl.  The D8 residue 
(circled in red) is proposed to interact with the partial positive charge in the conjugated 
backbone of PPyCl.  It is likely that other residues play a part in orienting in a shape to 
support this interaction, particularly the aromatic residues Y9 and F10. 
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Figure 3.9.  Results of the AFM force study with T59 variants functionalized on tips and 
PPyCl films.  The top chart shows the ratio of unbinding events and force curves.  The 
second chart shows the most probable unbinding force based on a gaussian fit.  The D8 
residue has been removed and replaced with either a glycine (T59D2G) or glutamic acid 
residue (T59D2E).  We can see that the T59D2G residue has lost all ability to bind, while 
the T59D2E did not seem to have a change in binding either in terms of rate of 
association or magnitude.  This implies the presence of the negative charge is critical. 
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Figure 3.10.  Results of the AFM force study with T59 functionalized tips with PPyCl 
slides at different pH conditions.  The top chart shows the ratio of unbinding events and 
force curves.  The second chart shows the most probable unbinding force based on a 
gaussian fit.  At pH 2.0 the binding of T59 and PPyCl seems to have been competely 
disrupted, both in the frequency of binding and the magnitude of events observed.   
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Figure 3.11.  Results of the AFM force study with T59 functionalized tips with 
polypyrrole coated slides with different dopants.  The top chart shows the ratio of 
unbinding events and force curves.  The second chart shows the most probable unbinding 
force based on a gaussian fit.  It is interesting to note that the frequency of undbinding 
events is basically unchanged but the magnitude is much lower for undoped films.  This 
suggests that the delocalized charge on the PPy backbone is critical to the strength of the 
binding interaction.  There is still an  interaction  
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Figure 3.12.  Results of the T59/PPyPSS ELISA.  In panel A the results have been 
normalized and baselined for easy comparison to the standard T59/PPyCL in terms of of 
the 50% saturation point.  The result seems to be in the range of 100 nM in keeping with 
the hypothesis that the affinity is independent of dopant choice.  Panel B is the average 
raw flourescence results for each of the dopants.  This is shown to illustrate the decrease 
in detectable surface concentration when PSS is chosen as the dopant.   
  

A B 
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Figure 3.13.  Results of the AFM force study with T59 variants functionalized on tips 
and PPyCl films.  The top chart shows the ratio of unbinding events and force curves.  
The second chart shows the most probable unbinding force based on a gaussian fit.  The 
R3 residue has been removed and replaced with either a glycine (T59R2G) or lysine 
(T59R2K).  Additionally we looked at the role of residues Y9 and F10.  We removed 
these residues and replaced them with glycine, T59YF2GG and reversed their order, 
T59YF2FY.  From these two studies, we can see that the replacement of these residues 
with glycine does not completely disrupt binding, but the replacement with similar 
residues does.  This suggests that these residues have more of a shape effect than any 
other role. 
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                         Original Sequence: THRTSTLDYFVI 
Variant Binding? Implication 
T59D2E Yes Coulombic interaction is critical 
T59D2G No Coulombic interaction is critical 
T59R2K No Unclear 
T59R2G Yes Unclear 

T59YF2FY No Unclear 
T59YF2GG Weak Unclear 
T59 pH 2.0 No Coulombic interaction is critical 

T59 pH 11.0 Weak 
Coulombic interaction is not entire 

mechanism 
T59 PPyPSS Yes Binds independent of dopant 
T59 PPypTS Yes Binds independent of dopant 

T59 PPy 
Reduced Weak 

Coulombic interaction is not entire 
mechanism 

 
Table3. 3.  Summary of the experiments investigating the mechanism of binding.  The 
listed implication is a general statement about the conclusion drawn, please refer to the 
text for detailed discussion. 
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Chapter 4:  Tissue Engineering Applications 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I will discuss the utility of the T59 peptide as a surface modification 

technique.  I have modified PPyCl surfaces via the T59 technique with both positive and 

negative cues to cell attachment.  T59 was conjugated to the IKVAV sequence, which 

was isolated from the extracellular matrix protein, laminin, which functions to promote 

cell adhesion and neurite extension in some neurons and neuron-like cells [1], and 

poly(ethylene glycol), which is widely used to render surfaces less susceptible to both 

protein and cell adhesion [2].  I also show that the bulk conductivity of PPyCl was not 

modified by treatment with the T59 peptide.  Finally, I implanted T59 treated PPyCl 

films subcutaneously in a rat model looking for adverse in vivo responses.    

I will additionally mention two other projects which have been undertaken to further my 

understanding of the tissue engineering field.  The first being a look at the effect of 

electrical stimulation of Schwann cells. The second project is a collaboration with 

Stephanie Seidlits, analyzing the mechanical properties of a hydrogel system designed to 

induce variable differentiation of neural progenitor cells.   
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Our primary interest in polypyrrole has been as an electrically conductive substrate for 

tissue engineering and as a coating for neural electrodes.  I have discussed the design 

parameters for these materials earlier; here we shall consider how to use the T59 peptide 

to add these desired characteristics to the surface of polypyrrole.   

In generating a tissue engineering scaffold for neural regeneration, laminin is a logical 

choice.   Laminin is a large heterotrimeric protein which is a crucial structural component 

in the basal lamina of the nerve cable, although the protein is ubiquitous across many the 

basal ECM layers termed lamina. Many different types of laminin exist as the subunits 

are expressed as many variations, and can combine in a number of configurations. It has 

been long known that particular domains of laminin have been shown to promote neurite 

extension [3-5].  Which provided the impetus for a flurry of activity in the 1980’s, when 

the Kleinman and Yamada performed the pioneering work finding bioactive fragments of 

laminin, first discovering YIGSR in the III domain of the B1 chain of laminin [6].  

Shortly after this discovery the same group published the discovery of the IKVAV 

fragment [7]. A good introduction to role of laminin and these fragments can be found in 

the 1991 review of these findings by Yamada in the Journal of Biological Chemistry. 

Fibroblasts and endothelial cells also show effects from these peptides, as one might 

expect from their intimate interaction with the native protein. Further research showed 

that these peptides have prominent roles in adhesion and spreading of Schwann cells, and 

several nerve-like cells, PC-12 and NG-108. This is not unexpected as these tissues are 

also intimately associated with the native protein in the nerve cable’s basal lamina. The 

IKVAV sequence is known to act upon peripheral neurons; there is clear evidence that 
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the signaling molecule is the β-1 intergrin subunit is a primary party in the interaction [8]. 

This particular point is subject of a large amount of research however and is best 

understood at this time by reviews such as Mecham’s discussion of the receptors 

associated with laminin [9] or Engvall’s review [10]. Several groups of material scientists 

continued this work and have found surface densities which were beneficial to certain 

neural cell types. Aebischer’s work attaching these fragments to materials to control cell 

attachment and differentiation shows how materials scientists have embraced the 

discovery of these peptides and applied them to problems of biomaterials [11, 12]. Later 

studies were able to determine an optimum in the surface concentrations of these 

peptides, by radiolabeling the tyrosine of CGYIGSR, the optimum amount of peptide was 

found to be 447 ± 37 fmol/cm2 [13, 14]. 

I pursued both of these laminin fragments as targets to add to a polypyrrole surface.  I 

looked at Schwann cells and PC12 cells as model systems to show the intended effect of 

the laminin fragments upon polypyrrole materials.  This was analyzed by cell adhesion, 

neurite formation, and neurite length.  Representative images, histograms of neurite 

length and summary statistics will be presented.   

Our other target application, neural electrode coatings, requires that the polypyrrole 

electrode exhibit protein and/or cell adhesion resistance.  This is due to the function of 

the electrode, to record or generate electrical currents in the immediate vicinity of the 

electrode.  One consistently useful material for this purpose is poly(ethylene glycol), or 

PEG.  PEG is a widely used polymer in the biomedical engineering community, with uses 

ranging from tissue engineering scaffolds as a part of a widely adaptable chemistry to 
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materials coating indented to prevent protein and cell adhesion.   I conjugated a low 

molecular weight PEG to the c-terminal end of the T59 peptide.  I tested this treatment 

with cortical astrocytes.  These cells are the primary participants in the glial 

encapsulating response.  By preventing astrocyte adhesion and cell survival I believe we 

can demonstrate this as a viable option for electrode coating in the future.  

As I have mentioned previously, polypyrrole is also being investigated for use in drug 

delivery applications.  Polypyrrole’s conductivity casts it as an attractive candidate for 

electrically responsive delivery systems.  A recent study has looked at polypyrrole and its 

encapsulation and interaction with the various cell types in the brain [15]. The 

encapsulation and resulting transport barrier was investigated.  As for recoding 

electrodes, the T59 peptide application as a technique to control the cell response at the 

interface of poly(pyrrole) and the surrounding tissue, thus effecting the release profile.  

 

4.2 Conductivity of Peptide-Modified PPyCl 

A critical advantage of this affinity based surface modification strategy is the fact that the 

conductivity of the material is unchanged.  This is an expected feature due to the fact that 

the chemistry of the surface is uninterrupted; however it is important to confirm this 

experimentally.  To accomplish this measurement I have used the four point probe 

technique.   

Experimental: For this experiment PPyCl films were electrochemically deposited on ITO 

slides for 90 seconds with a uniform surface area of 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm.  These films were 

then cut into 1.0 cm x 2.5 cm strips and incubated 12 hours at room temperature in 10 
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mM PBS or 100 µM T59 in 10 mM PBS.  Samples were rinsed with dI water and dried 

over-night under vacuum and fixed to a glass slide. The four point probe technique for 

material conductivity was used to compare the conductivity of PPyCl films.  The 

conductivity was calculated based on the method previously published by Runyan in 

1975 [16].   

Results and Discussion:  Conductivity is the most distinguishing feature of poly(pyrrole) 

as a material.  We have tested the conductivity of T59 treated PPyCl films with the four 

point probe technique described by Runyan in 1975 [16].  In figure 4.1 we compare the 

conductivity of PPyCl films freshly synthesized with those incubated 12 hours at room 

temperature in 10 mM PBS or 100 µM T59 in 10 mM PBS, films where then dried over 

night under vacuum.  The conductivity was reduced after incubation in both PBS and 100 

µM T59.  This is expected due to dedoping and oxidation of the polymer in aqueous 

solution.  There is no statistical difference between the PBS treated film and the T59 

treated film, which suggests that the surface treatment does not affect the conductivity of 

PPyCl.  This is an important observation because we can now pursue surface 

modification without losing one of the primary features of the PPyCl material.  It should 

be noted however that large molecule conjugation using T59 may introduce a transport 

barrier to the ions involved in neuronal signal recording. 
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4.3 T59-YIGSR, T59-IKVAV, and T59-PEG treated polypyrrole   

4.3.1 T59-YIGSR and T59-IKVAV  

In this set of experiments I have sought to confirm that phenotypic differences in cells 

cultured on polypyrrole films treated with either T59-IKVAV or T59-YIGSR.  I have 

chosen PC12 cells as the primary model system because of their use in earlier literature 

[17].   PC12 cells have been demonstrated to extend neurites longer on polypyrrole films 

which have been electrically stimulated.   

The first is a study of T59-IKVAV and T59-YIGSR on polypyrrole films with the 

difference that the culture conditions contained large amounts of serum proteins.  This 

was not approached as an investigation of the effect of serum on the experimental system.  

Rather, the standard culture conditions of PC12 cells suggest 20% serum by volume in 

the media.   

The second set of studies looked at the response of Schwann cells to laminin fragment 

treated surfaces.  The results of this study are shown in figure 4.2.  We can see that the 

T59/laminin fragment treated surfaces underperformed the laminin coated polypyrrole 

film in terms of cell attachment.  The results of this study did not give a definitive answer 

to the end utility of T59 anchored moieties as effective surface modifiers because of the 

lack of complete control.  The supply of Schwann cells used for this study were 

contaminated following this study and the experiment was not continued.   

The larger study however has given us a clear demonstration of the utility of T59 to 

surface functionalize polypyrrole with cues to promote neural regeneration.  PC12 cells 
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were found to adhere more and extend more and longer neurites on polypyrrole films 

treated with T59-IKVAV.   

Experimental: PPyCl films were prepared in 1 cm radius circular wells, according to the 

procedure previously described for the binding curve study described earlier.  These 

wells were filled with 300 µL of the experimental surface treatment.  The films were 

treated with 100 µM of each of the following conditions: (1) the T59 peptide, (2) 

Laminin A Chain (IKVAV) obtained from American Peptide, (3) YIGSR, (4) T59-

IKVAV (THRTSTLDYFVIGGGGGQAASIKVAV) and (5) T59-YIGSR 

(THRTSTLDYFVIGGGGGYIGSR) obtained from American Peptide,  (6) the whole 

protien laminin incubated at 5 mg/ml (Trevigen), and (7) DI water.  PC12 cells were 

obtained from ATCC, and were were added to the wells at a concentration of 40,000 cells 

per cm2, in a low serum media formulation (F12k, 1% fetal bovine serum (FBS) by 

volume).  Cells were primed with NGF for 3 days prior to use in standard medium 

formulation ( F12k, 15% FBS, 2.5% horse serum).  Cells remained on the treated PPyCl 

films for 48 hours, in standard culture conditions of 5% CO2, 37°C.   

Cells were fixed by removing 200 µL of the medium and replacing it with 4% 

paraformaldehyde.  This was allowed to react for 30 minutes at 37° C.  The cells were 

then stained with DAPI (Molecular Probes) and phalloidin-Alexa 488 (Molecular 

Probes).   The stained cells were then mounted and imaged with an inverted phase-

contrast and fluorescence microscope (IX-70, Olympus), using a color CCD video 

camera (Optronics MagnaFire, model S60800).  Six images were taken from each well, 

and each condition was replicated three times on two seprate days.  Images were then 
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analyzed with the ImageJ software (NIH) to ascertain the number of cells, the number of 

neurites expressed, and the length of the neurites observed.   

Results and discussion:  The IKVAV and YIGSR peptides are fragments of the laminin 

molecule which have been shown increase cell attachment and promote neurtie 

outgrowth.   PPyCl films were treated with a version of the T59 peptide which had been 

modified with the cell adhesive and neurite promoting sequences IKVAV [18] and 

YIGSR [6].  Using PC12 cells [19], we demonstrate that treatment with the When 

exposed to the neurotrophic factor, NGF, PC12 cells reversibly differentiate into a neuron 

like cell which extends neurites.  Neurites are the axon like processes generated by 

primed PC12 cells.  This feature is particularly useful as an analog for neuronal cell 

types.  T59-IKVAV molecule renders a PPyCl surface more cell-adhesive and enables 

greater neurite extension.  This is as opposed to the use of T59-YIGSR which was not 

found to affect the cell adhesion or neurite extension on polypyrrole films.  The original 

T59 sequence was used as a negative control, as was the native source of IKVAV, the 

Laminin A-chain residues 2091-2108, CSRRRKQAASIKVAVSADR, referred to here as 

IKVAV, and YIGSR as another negative control, to control for non-specific adhesion and 

the signaling effects of the IKVAV sequence or the YIGSR sequence, and finally the 

whole protein laminin was used as a positive control.  PPyCl films were incubated for 2 

hours with 100 µM solutions of each respective condition at room temperature; with the 

exception that laminin was incubated at 5 mg/ml.  PC12 cells, which had been primed 

with NGF for 3 days prior to use, were then seeded at 10,000 cells per well in serum free 
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media.  Cells were cultured for two days at 37° C and 5% CO2.  Cells were then fixed 

with paraformaldehyde and stained with phalloidin and DAPI.   

The T59-IKVAV sequence showed results which indicated the surface treatment had an 

effect.  We analyzed the treated polymer films for attached cells, average neurite length, 

and fraction of cells expressing neurites. Figure 6A shows the results for the average 

number of attached cells on the modified PPyCl surfaces.  The results confirm that we 

have successfully rendered the PPyCl surface more cell adhesive with the T59-IKVAV 

surface modification. The number of adhered cells on T59-IKVAV was statistically 

greater than the negative controls and significantly lower than the positive control 

laminin via ANOVA with a cut off of α = 0.05.  In Figure 4.6 panels B and C we look at 

the average neurite length and ratio of neurites per attached cell on each treated material.    

The average neurite length on T59-IKVAV treated films were significantly longer than 

the PBS treated films, but were not statistically longer than the other two negative 

controls, T59 and IKVAV.  The positive control, laminin had significantly longer 

neurites than all other conditions.   This elongation of neurites is expected with the 

presence of IKVAV on the surface.  It is also clear that the T59-IKVAV treatment 

generated more neurites per cell than any of the negative controls.  While there were 

considerably more neurites per cell on the laminin coated surface this is anticipated as 

IKVAV is not the only cell adhesive and neurite promoting sequence on laminin.  The 

ratio of observed neurites per attached cell is a metric which cannot distinguish between a 

single neurite on many cells or many neurites on a single cell, but is intended as a broad 

measure of neurite formation scaled to cell density.  Both of these measures show that the 
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T59-IKVAV surface treatment is a significant improvement over an untreated film; and 

while not a statistical difference from the other two negative controls we did observe 

more and longer neurites than films treated with T59 or IKVAV individually.  

The T59-YIGSR results are not as clear cut.   In figure 4.5A, there is a non-statistical 

increase in the number of attached cells on the T59-YIGSR, relative to the untreated film 

and the controls.  This is however the only effect which can be claimed.  When looking at 

figures 5B and 5C, the number of neurites generated per cell and the average length of 

neurites, there is no discernable difference between the T59-YIGSR and the relevant 

controls, T59 or YIGSR.   

I have added a figure showing a histogram of the observed neurites.  Figure 4.4 shows 

that the most major differences are between the negative control of untreated polypyrrole 

and the laminin films.  It is also clear to see the positive effect of the IKVAV sequence, 

particularly when added as T59-IKVAV.  The number of neurties was much greated as 

well as the length of the neurites.  Additionally, figure 4.3 shows representative images 

of the PC12 cells on each of the respective treated surfaces.  The cells are fixed and 

stained with phalloidin and DAPI.  The green phalloidin stain should allow for the 

identification of neurites which are rich in this cytoskeleton protein.   

We have not directly measured the surface concentration of the T59-IKVAV surface 

functionalizatoin.  We have chosen an incubation concentration above the saturation limit 

so we can predict that the concentration will be in the upper limit of 1.27 +/- 0.42 

femtomoles/cm2.  Primary neuronal cell types have reported differing critical surface 

concentrations of IKVAV of 3 picomoles/cm2 was [20] and  8 picomoles/cm2 [21] in 
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order to induce cellular response to IKVAV.  However, using PC12 cells, responses to 

surface concentrations as low at 8-150 femtomole/cm2 have been reported [22].  Our 

findings suggest that T59-IKVAV can promote cellular response in PC12 cells at similar, 

but slightly lower concentrations.  

An important observation about cell attachment is that integrins involved in binding 

require the clustering of integrins in the maturation of the focal adhesions [23, 24].  It is 

conceivable that dynamic nature of the T59/PPyCl interaction allows translocation of 

integrins bound to T59-IKVAV, in effect creating dense local clusters of T59-IKVAV.  

This hypothesis would explain the positive PC12 attachment and neurite responses on the 

low end of previously reported literature.   

 

4.3.2 T59-YIGSR and T59-IKVAV with Electrical Stimulation 

One of the main features of polypyrrole which makes it an attractive biomaterial is its 

electrical conductivity.  In this study I have made use of this property by repeating the 

laminin fragment study with the addition of and electrical stimulation treatment of the 

attached cells.  This has been shown in the past to increase neurite extension in PC12 

cells and increase the number of neurites generated in PC12 cells.   

Experimental:  PPyCl films were prepared in 1 cm radius circular wells, according to the 

procedure previously described for the binding curve study described earlier.  These 

wells were filled with 300 µL of the experimental surface treatment.  The films were 

treated with 100 µM of each of the following conditions: (1) the T59 peptide, (2) 

Laminin A Chain (IKVAV) obtained from American Peptide, (3) T59-IKVAV 
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(THRTSTLDYFVIGGGGGQAASIKVAV) obtained from American Peptide,  (4) the 

whole protein laminin incubated at 5 mg/ml (Trevigen), and (5) DI water.  PC12 cells 

were obtained from ATCC, and were added to the wells at a concentration of 40,000 cells 

per cm2, in a low serum media formulation (F12k, 1% fetal bovine serum (FBS) by 

volume).  Cells were primed with NGF for 3 days prior to use in standard medium 

formulation ( F12k, 15% FBS, 2.5% horse serum).  Cells remained on the treated PPyCl 

films for 48 hours, in standard culture conditions of 5% CO2, 37°C.   

Electrical stimulation samples were cultured identically to the procedures listed above, 

with the exception that the wells included 2 silver wires, in contact with the culture 

medium to act as counter and reference electrodes, while the PPyCl film itself was the 

working electrode. The cells were allowed to attach for 24 hours before the application of 

100 mV for 2 hours in potentiostat mode.  These cells were then allowed to incubate for 

an additional 24 hours, before being fixed, stained, and analyzed. 

Cells were fixed by removing 200 µL of the medium and replacing it with 4% 

paraformaldehyde.  This was allowed to react for 30 minutes at 37° C.  The cells were 

then stained with DAPI (Molecular Probes) and phalloidin-Alexa 488 (Molecular 

Probes).   The stained cells were then mounted and imaged with an inverted phase-

contrast and fluorescence microscope (IX-70, Olympus), using a color CCD video 

camera (Optronics MagnaFire, model S60800).  Six images were taken from each well, 

and each condition was replicated three times on two seprate days.  Images were then 

analyzed with the ImageJ software (NIH) to ascertain the number of cells, the number of 

neurites expressed, and the length of the neurites observed.   
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Results and Discussion:  It has been previously shown that PC12 cells respond to 

electrical stimulation on PPyCl by extending longer neurites [17].  In this study we show 

that our T59-IKVAV can be used as a surface modification technique in conjunction with 

electrical stimulation to generate longer neurites.  PPyCl films were incubated with PBS, 

100 µM T59-IKVAV, 100 µM T59-YIGSR, and 5 mg/ml laminin.  These were washed 

and PC12 cells, which had been primed with NGF for 3 days prior to use, were then 

seeded at 40,000 cells per cm2 in serum free media.  Cells were cultured for 24 hours at 

37° C and 5% CO2 and then subjected to 100 mV for two hours.  Following electrical 

stimulation the media was exchanged and the cells were cultured for an additional two 

hours.  Cells were then fixed with paraformaldehyde and stained with phalloidin and 

DAPI.   

Similar to the laminin fragment study, we see in Figure 4.10A that the T59-IKVAV had 

a statistically significant increase in cell attachment relative to an untreated film.  This is 

also apparent in figure 5A, with the T59-YIGSR treated film, relative to the untreated 

film.  Interestingly there was no difference in cell attachment between the T59-YIGSR, 

T59-IKVAV, and the positive control laminin on the stimulated films.  Figure 4.10B 

shows that following electrical stimulation there was again a statistically relevant 

increase in neurite length on the T59-IKVAV treated surfaces versus the unmodified 

surface, as well as a greater number of neurites per attached cell.  T59-YIGSR had a 

higher number of neurites than the untreated film, not statistically so, and that neurite 

length was also greater than untreated.  The T59-IKVAV and T59-YIGSR again 
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underperformed the laminin positive control in terms of both average neurite length and 

number of neurites observed.   

Two additional figures have been included.  Figure 4.8 shows representative images of 

the electrically stimulated PC12 cells on the treated polypyrrole films.  Figure 9 shows 

histograms of the observed neurite lengths for each of the conditions discussed.  It is clear 

to see that the positive control of laminin is the most neurite promoting substrate, and our 

surface treatments cannot exceed this, but the T59-IKVAV approach does outperform the 

untreated ant T59-YIGSR treated options.  

The results of this experiment show that electrical stimulation has a beneficial effect on 

neurite length of PC12 cells on PPyCl as had been previously observed [17].   When we 

compare neurite length on electrically stimulated films to the unstimulated films, we 

observe that stimulation did not increase neurite length significantly on films treated with 

T59-IKVAV, but increased the average neurite length on laminin treated films by more 

than 40%.   This suggests that the effect of the surface modification is more significant 

than the electrical cue in terms of average neurite length.  When comparing the fraction 

of cells expressing neurites however, the positive effect of electrical stimulation is very 

clear.    In both the case of the T59-IKVAV treated surface and the laminin treated 

surface there were approximately 50% more neurites per cell in the presence of electrical 

stimulation.  Electrical stimulation in conjunction with a properly modified surface 

promotes the formation of neurites.  This result has some interesting implications as to 

the mechanism of action.  It suggests that the proposed mechanism of protein deposition 
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on the surface is not the cause, or at least, not the only cause of the increase in neurite 

length of PC12 cells on polypyrrole which has been electrically stimulated.   

 

4.2.3 Poly(Ethylene Glycol) Modified Surface  

I have demonstrated that the T59 technique was a viable method to render a polypyrrole 

more useful for neural regenerative purposes.  By adding laminin fragments the films 

were able to better attach the neuron like PC12 cell line and encourage those cells to 

extend neurites.  This next project will focus on rendering the polypyrrole surface less 

cell adhesive.  I have conjugated poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to the c-terminal end of the 

T59 peptide.  This material has been used to reduce protein adhesion and cell adhesion in 

numerous biomaterial applications.   

Experimental: The T59 peptide prepared with a glycine/serine spacer and C-terminal 

cystine, or T59-GGGSSC, was reacted with mPEG-Maleimide, molecular weight 2,000 

Da, from Laysan Bio to generate a T59-PEG conjugate.  The T59-PEG conjugate was 

purified through a BioRad gel filtration column and reconcentrated with Millipore 3,000 

molecular weight cut off membrane filtration cartridge.   The net yield of the reaction was 

25% after filtration and reconcentration, with a final purity of ~90%.   PPyCl films were 

prepared according to the same protocol as the earlier laminin fragment studies.  Films 

were then incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with PBS, 100 µg/ml T59-PEG 

conjugate, 50 µg/ml T59-GGGSSC, or 50 µg/ml PEG (MW 2,000).  

Cortical astrocytes were isolated and cultured according to the published protocol in 

Banker et al.  Cells were seeded at 10,000 cells/cm2 and cultured for 4 hours in a low 
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serum medium (DMEM, 1% FBS by volume), the medium was then exchanged with 

standard medium (DMEM, 10% FBS by volume) and cultured for one day.  A group of 

samples were imaged at this point.  Remaining samples had the MTS reagent added to the 

medium and were incubated for an additional 4 hours.  100 µL of the medium was 

removed from each sample and transfered to a 96 well plate.  The absorbance at 490 nm 

was observed with a BioTek Flx800. 

Results and Discussion: Poly(ethylene glycol) surface modification is a common strategy 

to render surfaces less susceptible to cell and protein adhesion.  We have shown that our 

T59 affinity peptide can be used to tether this “stealth” molecule to PPyCl surfaces.  The 

T59-GGGSSC peptide was reacted with a poly(ethylene-glycol)-maleimide, in the 

standard conjugation coupling of a thiol with a maleimide [25].  The molecular weight of 

the PEG chain was 2,000 Da.  The product of this reaction is a T59 peptide conjugated to 

PEG, and will be referred to as T59-PEG.  Cortical astrocytes were used as the model cell 

for this study.  These cells are a major component of the glial cell population in the 

central nervous system, and are among the cells which interfere with chronic neural 

recording electrodes.  The PPyCl films used for this experiment were prepared identically 

to those used for the laminin fragment studies, and were incubated for 2 hours with either 

PBS, 100 µg/ml T59-PEG, 50 µg/ml T59, 50 µg/ml PEG.  Astrocytes were then seeded 

on the surfaces at 10,000 cells per square centimeter and cultured for 24 hours in standard 

culture conditions.   

Phase micrographs of two PPyCl surfaces seeded with 10,000 cells per square centimeter 

in Figure 4.11.  Each row shows a either the treated or untreated polypyrrole film at 
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some point in the time course of the experiment.  The one day images on untreated PPyCl 

surfaces show a population of attached astrocytes in their star-shaped, spread 

morphology.  This is in contrast to the T59-PEG treated films showing fewer attached 

cells, with those present in a rounded morphology.  These images are representative of 

the rounded morphology typical in poorly attached astrocytes.  To quantify the cell 

population on the modified surfaces, we performed the MTS cell viability assay on the 

cell populations after 24 in culture.  In Figure 4.12, we can see that the T59-PEG treated 

surface exhibited a statistically significant decrease in cell population relative to all 

control surfaces.  The culture was extended to seven days and there was still found to be a 

50% decrease in viable cells on the polypyrrole surfaces treated with T59-PEG, shown in 

figure 4.13.   

This is a clear demonstration of the T59 systems’ applicability in presenting negative cell 

adhesion cues.  To improve the performance of the surface further, one could consider 

increasing the molecular weight of the attached PEG chain. This approach could increase 

the effective surface coverage of the polymer with the same or potentially lower surface 

concentration of peptide bound to the surface.  This result demonstrates the T59 affinity 

peptide technique can be used to engineer non-cell-adhesive/non-metallic electrodes. 

 

4.4 In Vivo studies. 

Biocompatibility is an obvious requirement of any surface modification technique 

intended for implantable materials.  The T59 peptide alone was shown earlier to have 

positive effects on the attachment of PC12 cells on PPyCl films.  In this study we seek to 
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make further observations on the effect of the T59 peptide, by implanting treated PPyCl 

films, subcutaneously in an Sprague-Dawley rat model.  Implants and surrounding tissue 

were collected after 2 weeks.  Earlier studies tell us that polypyrrole is well tolerated in 

the body [15, 26, 27].  We do not seek to repeat these general biocompatibity studies, 

rather we will look for deviation due to the presence of T59.  In this study we have 

compared PPyCl implants, which had been treated with the T59 peptide at two 

concentrations, with PPyCl implants which were incubated in PBS for an equavelt time 

of 2 hours.  Although the range of proteins known to science is rapidly expanding, the 

T59 peptide does return any sequence matches to BLAST searches of  mouse, rat, or 

human proteins as of August 2009.  Therefore, we do not anticipate any negitive effects 

from the introduction of the T59 peptide in vivo. 

Experimental:  Implants were placed subcutaneously in 2 month old male Sprauge-

Dawley rats.  Each animal was implanted with four polypyrrole films backed with PLGA 

(85:15) (Polysciences) for mechanical support, approximately 1 cm2, in size in their back.  

The animals were euthanized and the implants removed 2 weeks post implantation.  Each 

animal had four implants: an untreated PPyCl implant, PPyCl implants incubated in the 

peptide at 1 and 10 μg/ml, and finally a sham injury.  Tissue was fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (Sigma) then cryo-sectioned at 20 microns in thickness and stained 

with the DAPI (Molecular Probes) nuclear stain.   

The implants are clearly visible in the unstained bright-field micrographs (see figure 8(b) 

and (c)). DAPI stain typically showed a higher density of nuclei at the interface with the 

PPyCl implant associated with the foriegn body response.   Stained images aquired at a 
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uniform exposure time of 20 ms.  The images were post-processed to align the implants 

in a vertical direction to facilitate intensity mapping; which was conducted by averaging 

fluorescence intensity as a function of horizontal distance from the implant. Images used 

for this analysis were also cropped to 100 μm by 100 μm sections adjacent to the implant. 

Results and Discussion:     I present a quantitative analysis based on cell nucleus density.  

The quantitative results of this study are based off of micrographs taken of 20 µm tissue 

sections.  Tissues were fixed before sectioning and stained with DAPI.  The images were 

taken in two steps, first in bright field to identify the implant, and then fluorescent images 

in the same location to identify cell nuclear density.  Figure  4.14 shows how these 

images were collected panels, in C and D we can see bright field micrographs clearly 

showing the PPyCl implants. Panel C shows tissue treated with 10 µg/ml T59 while panel 

D shows an untreated PPyCl implant.  Panels A and B are fluorescent micrographs 

corresponding to the same tissue section and magnification as C and D, stained with 

DAPI to highlight cell nuclei.  Nuclear density was averaged in the vertical direction and 

interpreted as a function of distance from the implant.  In this way we can quantify 

average cell density.  In figure 4.15A  we show the average maximum intensity for each 

of the fluorescent images. These values correspond to the average of the highest 

fluorescent intensity in a given tissue section.  There was no statistical difference in the 

average nuclear density surrounding the implant for any of the T59 treated PPyCl 

implants relative to the untreated PPyCl sample.  We also were interested in the profile of 

cells surrounding the PPyCl implants.  In figure 4.15B the intensity profiles were 

normalized for each section, and plotted as a function of distance from the implant 
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surface.  The values from each of 3 sections per animal for each of the 4 animals were 

averaged together to give a quantitative representation of the nuclear profile. 

We performed student t-tests to compare the average maximum intensity of the DAPI 

stained images.  Only the sham surgery was statistically different from any of the other 

conditions, when using the condition of α=0.05.  The sham surgery does not have a 

PPyCl implant so the data is collected from the midpoint of the sham surgery healing site.  

This means that we are seeing a wound healing response, as opposed to the foreign body 

response to the implants and the 60% lower cell density is a logical and expected 

outcome.  We can see at the interface of the implants that there is a marked increase in 

cell nuclei.  This is expected as a part of the foreign body response and is typical of 

implanted materials.  Importantly, the maximum intensity of nuclear stain is not 

statistically different for the implants both treated and untreated with T59.  These results 

suggest that consistent with previous studies showing that poly(pyrrole) is a well 

tolerated biomaterial [15, 26, 27], poly(pyrrole) modified with T59 is similarly well 

tolerated in vivo.  

 

4.5 Electrical Stimulation of Schwann Cells. 

I have initiated another project to look for potential use of the polypyrrole/T59 system.  I 

have looked for evidence that Schwann cells secrete increased amounts of neurotrophic 

factors following electrical stimulation.  It has been found that exogenous electrical 

stimulation in vivo caused up regulation in mRNA transcripts for receptors, trkA and 

trkB in rats [28, 29].  In the case of nerve injury, synthesis of both BDNF and trkB by 
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axotomized motoneurons in greatly increased. In a study of femoral rat motoneuron 

injury, semiquantitative in situ hybridization (ISH) exhibited a significant upregulation of 

both neurotrophin and receptor within 8 hours following electrical stimulation (and 6 

days before significant upregulation by the unstimulated regenerating neuron). ISH 

detects the presence of known gene sequences utilizes their binding radio-labeled bases 

of the genes’ complementary strands.  This demonstrates genomic effects of electrical 

stimulation.  The proteonomic effects lack investigation. Thus, I attempted to ascertain 

the quantity of BDNF produced when Schwann cells were exposed to electrical 

stimulation in multiple environments.   

The purpose of this work is to explore possible synergies in the effects of regenerating 

axons and Schwann cells receiving electric stimulation .  To do so, we have first isolated 

and characterized a supply of primary Schwann cells.  Using these cells we performed an 

experiment exposing these cells to currents of 0.01 mA  and  0.001 mA on collagen 

coated ITO slides.  These cells were stained in order to observed the cell density and 

orientation relative to the axis of the applied current.  The  supernatant of the cell culture 

was also analyzed for nerve growth factor (NGF).  The cell populations were found to not 

be statistically different, nor was there any alignment of the Schwann cells with respect to 

the axis of the applied current.  The ELISA  performed to quantify NGF did show an 

increase of  less than 10% in the case of 0.001 mA  and  a 45%  in the case of 0.01 mA.  

This finding suggests that there may in fact be an effect of electric stimulation on the glial 

cells supporting axonal regeneration.    
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Schwann Cells provide and maintain the myelin sheath of peripheral neuronal axons. 

They also secrete neurotrophic factors such as nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), and neurotrophin-4 (NT-4) to 

ensure neuron survival.  During embryonic development or nerve repair,  neurotrophic 

factors guide innervation by new axonal sprouts from proximal axonal stumps by 

Bungner’s band. 

The peripheral nervous system exhibits a much greater regenerative capacity than that of 

the central nervous system.  Neurons distal to the injury site undergo Wallerian 

Degeneration (e.g. breaking down of myelin sheath, clearance by macrophages, and 

atrophy of connected neurons and innervated tissue).  NGF mRNA in Schwann cells 

upon injury (among other factors) has been shown to increase 5-7 times that of normal 

levels, and BDNF has shown to improve sciatic nerve functional recovery, recovery rate, 

and increase axonal diameters in comparison to injuries treated without by Utley et al 

[30].   

Following  peripheral nerve injury, full pre-injury function is rarely recovered.  Electrical 

stimulation of the injured nerve is one strategy to help in regeneration.  Stimulation has 

ben shown to recruit more motoneuron axonal stumps at repair sites and decrease delay 

between injury and reinnervation.  Electric stimulation has been shown to increase both 

the amount and rate at which mRNA transcripts for Brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

(BDNF), nerve growth factor (NGF), and their receptor, tyrosine receptor kinase B (trkB) 

are expressed in regenerating rat motorneurons.  Al-Majed et al. found that this 

upregulation achieved a level of neurotrophins and their receptors equivalent to that 
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found after 6 days of recovery in an unstimulated case.   Recent unpublished work 

suggests that similar upregulation occurs in Schwann cells for NFG and BDNF 

Experimental:  Primary Schwann cells were isolated following an in lab protocol 

complied by Dr. Jennie Baier  from other references [31-34].  The cells were obtained 

from P1 to P3 Sprague-Dawley rats.  Rats were euthanized in a sealed chamber with CO2 

or with isofluorane (Attane).  After 15 minutes, the pups were decapitated, to ensure 

euthanasia in accordance with ARC procedure.  Both sciatic nerves were removed from 

the pups.  The nerve appeared translucent as the resident Schwann cells has not yet been 

fully developed into a myelinating phenotype.  An enzymatic degradation of the nerves 

was performed.  The Nerves were placed in serum free DMEM in 6 a cm dish. After all 

nerves were recovered, the media was removed carefully, so that the nerves are on the 

bottom of the TC dish.  2 mL, 250 u/ml collagease in serum free DMEM was added and 

incubated for 30 min at 37 degrees.  The media was removed and the nerves rinsed with 

PBS.  2 mL of 0.25% trypsin, 0.1% collagenase in serum free DMEM was added and 

incubated an additional 30 minutes at 37 degrees.  The nerve fragments were triturated 

through a 5 ml pipette, then a Pasteur pipette, and finally a 22 gauge needle, to 

mechanically degrade the nerve further.  The solution was transferred to a centrifuge tube 

with 10 mL DMEM, 10% FBS, centrifuged at 1000 RPM for 5 min.  The supernatant was 

removed and the cells counted. These cells were plated on uncoated 6 cm TC dishes, with 

one dish per 10 pieces of nerve. 

This culture was allowed to proceed for 24 hours before further purification and 

maintenance was undertaken.  24 hours after seeding  the media was replaced with fresh 
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DMEM and 10% FBS with 10-5 M cytosine arabinoside, an antimitotic.  This will remove 

the more quickly dividing cells, i.e. fibroblasts.  After 72 hours  the media was removed 

and  rinsed with PBS.  the cells were removed with TRED.  The cells were pelleted and 

then suspended in 1 mL anti-CD90/Thy 1.1 diluted to 1:500. The pellet was triturated to 

mix and then incubated for 30 min.  The cells were pelleted again and re-suspended in 1 

mL rabbit complement and incubated for 30 min.  Cells were diluted with 1 mL DMEM, 

10% FBS and plated on PLL coated dishes in maintenance media.  These cells could now 

be passaged as needed onto PLL coated dishes up to eleven or twelve times, or 

approximately 4 months.  Some were frozen at a concentration of 106 cells per to 

preserve a continuous future stock.   

BDNF ELSIA conditions varied from the NFG conditions.  Following the isolation, these 

Schwann cells maintained until needed.  Schwann cells were seeded 20,000 per well 

(10,000 per cm2) and allowed to attach for 24 hours. In a 3 electrode configuration, each 

well was exposed to 100 mV, 1 mA/V for 2 hours.   The equipment used required that the 

electrostimulation of all samples be staggered. Thus, the media of all wells were 

exchanged for fresh media following the stimulation to normalize the time frame 

regarding all samples to be collected. Media consisted of DMEM + 10% FBS with 1.6 μl 

Forskolin and 22 μl BPE per 10 ml. Wells were incubated for an additional 48 hours, at 

which point the supernatant was collected for analysis by a Promega BDNF sandwich 

ELISA.  An Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay, ELISA, in a “sandwich” 

configuration uses a capture antibody to affix an antigen-containing substance (e.g. 

BDNF) to a surface and then binds a second “detecting” antibody on top of it. An 
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enzyme-linked secondary antibody then binds to this union and catalyzes the conversion 

of an outside substrate into its detectable (e.g. fluorescing, colorful) form.  Unbound 

antibodies, antigens, and substrates are washed away in stages and the concentration of 

the target antigen can be determined by photometer.  The Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) 

enzyme and bicinchoninic acid (BCA) reagent were used to amplify and form a 

detectable signal as BCA changes color from green to purple with increased protein 

concentration. 

Schwann cells were seeded on collagen-coated Indium Tin Oxide slides and allowed to 

incubate for 24 hours. Wells utilized a 2 electrode configuration. Conditions consisted of 

0.01 mA ES, 0.001 mA maintained galvanostatically, and an unstimulated controls. 

Stimulation utilized a constant current over a two hour duration. The supernatant of all 

wells were exchanged for fresh media following the stimulation to normalize the time 

frame regarding all samples to be collected. Media consisted of DMEM + 10% FBS with 

1.6 μl Forskolin and 22 μl BPE per 10 ml.  Wells were incubated for an additional 24 

hours, at which point the supernatant was collected for analysis by a Promega NGF 

sandwich ELISA.  The wells were stained with Phalloidin  and DAPI to detect 

cytoskeletons and nucleic acid, respectively, and imaged.   A cell density count (adjacent) 

was performed to normalize NGF secretions to cell number.  

A Promega Nerve Growth Factor ELISA kit was utilized to quantify NGF released by 

Schwann cells.  Supernatant collections occurred 24 hours after cell seeding (directly 

following electric stimulation) and 48 hours after seeding (24 hours after electrical 

stimulation).  The first collection (24 hours following seeding) was not statistically 
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different from the unstimulated control cultures.  48 hours after seeding, NGF 

concentrations of ~525, ~575, and ~750 pg/ml were recorded for the control, 

10mV/0.001mA, and 100mV/0.01mA samples, respectively.  All samples were measured 

at a 50x dilution; figure reflects actual concentrations of the original supernatant.  We 

have shown an increase of 45% in the secretion of NGF from Schwann cells which have 

been cultured on substrates through which a current of 0.01 mA has been passed.   To 

provide a more complete picture of additional effects, an investigation of not only NGF, 

but BDNF, and  other neurotrophins, as well as their receptors in the tyrosine kinase 

family.  One could also consider investigating their mRNA expression under electrically 

stimulated conditions. 

 

Results and Discussion: The yield of this isolation was 3.6 million cells from 10 pups.  

Schwann cells were successfully isolated.  This was confirmed by immuno-

histochemistry.  Cells were plated on PLL coated coverslips and cultured overnight.  The 

cells were then fixed with paraformaldehyde, permeated with 0.1% triton x-100 with 3% 

goat serum for 30 minutes, and blocked with goat serum 3% for 1 hour.  Samples were 

rinsed with PBS 3 times.  They were then stained with Rabbit anti-S100 overnight at 4 

degrees C, at a dilution of 1:1000 in the blocking buffer, with the secondary anti-rabbit 

flourophore for 1 hour, at a dilution of 1:500.  The samples were rinsed with PBS three 

times, with the final wash containing 1:1000 dilution of DAPI.  The coverslips were 

mounted on glass slides and imaged on the Olympus Microscope in the Schmidt Lab. 

Figure 4.16 C-F shows the cells staining clearly positive for S100.  This indicates that 
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high purity isolation has been performed. The electrical stimulation treatment appears to 

have killed the Schwann cells as BDNF concentrations from all but the collagen coated 

wells were minute and inconsistent with expected concentrations. Visual inspection of the 

cell cultures found all but the collagen coated polypyrrole samples to be rounded and at 

best lightly attached. This supports the BDNF ELISA readings.   The ELISA control 

curve exhibits a linear standard curve throughout its range and a R2 value of 0.989. This 

coefficient of determination defines a good correlation between the regression curve and 

the experimental data points (1.0 being a perfect fit).  Thus, the aberrant BDNF 

concentrations were not likely a result of a faulty ELISA or photometer.  As we can see 

in figure 4.17 the only condition which had measureable amounts of BDNF were the 

Schwann cells cultured on polypyrrole coated with collagen. 

The NGF experiment displayed more positive results.  On top of solving the cell death 

issue, see figure 4.18, we have shown an increase of 45% in the secretion of NGF from 

Schwann cells which have been cultured on substrates through which a current of 0.01 

mA has been passed.  In figure 4.19 we can see the increase in NGF secretion in both of 

the stimulation conditions, as well as the micrographs showing the cells, which was 

stained for actin and the nuclei.  We can see that there is no difference in cell population 

for this experimental condition and  that there is no morphological change in the cells. 

I have passed this experiment on to other students.  The experiment will be repeated, 

taking special care to ensure cell adhesion and survival of the electrical stimulation 

treatment. A longer attachment period following cell seeding as well as a reduced 

electrical field exposure should be considered. A wider array of experimental surfaces 
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beyond only polypyrrole and collagen-coated polypyrrole would be a logical extension of 

this experiment.  As the supernatant, the extracellular environment of the Schwann cells, 

following electrical stimulation was investigated here, the BDNF concentration within 

the Schwann cells under similar conditions would be of interest in a future experiment. 

This would require the counting and lysing of experimental cells. To provide a more 

complete picture of additional effects, an investigation of not only NGF, but BDNF, and  

other neurotrophins, as well as their receptors in the tyrosine kinase family.  One could 

also consider investigating their mRNA expression under electrically stimulated 

conditions. 

 

4.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have discussed the tissue engineering applications of the T59 affinity 

surface modification technique.  Polypyrrole films have been treated with modified 

versions of the T59 peptide to render the surfaces more useful for neuro-regenerative 

applications and for implantable electrode applications.   

Through the addition of laminin fragments to the c-terminal of the T59 peptide, it was 

shown that PC12 cells both adhere and extend more and longer neurites than control 

surfaces, on polypyrrole.  Additionally it was shown that the use of electrical stimulation 

was still a viable technique to enhance neural regeneration on these T59 treated surfaces.  

Electrical stimulation did not enhance cell adhesion on the T59/laminin fragment treated 

films, but it did increase neurite extension.  And it was further shown that the 

conductivity of polypyrrole was unaffected by treatment with the T59 peptide.   
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It was also shown that T59-PEG conjugates could be used to treat polypyrrole coated 

surfaces to render them resistant to adhesion by cortical astrocytes, a major player in the 

glial scar.  Adhered cells were shown to be reduced by 50% after 3 and 7 days on T59-

PEG treated films relative to untreated films.   

This evidence suggests that the T59 technique can successfully be used as surface 

modification strategy.  I believe that the approach should be studied further for more 

applications and optimized to find the most efficient uses.  I would suggest that other 

conjugation schemes may achieve more stable long term interactions.  The use of 

multiple T59 peptides on a single protein or PEG chain would make the interaction 

considerably more stable and long lasting.  However, these single T59 conjugates have 

been shown to be useful molecules. 
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Figure 4.1. Four point probe conductivity measurements for a freshly synthesized PPyCl 
film, and films incubated in PBS and T59 at 10µm in PBS; n=3. 
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Figure 4.2.  Schwann Cells Cultured on polypyrrole treated with T59-IKVAV and T59-
YIGSR.  The t59-laminin fragments underperform the laminin coated control.  The 
combination of IKVAV and YIGSR treated surface showed a non-statistically significant 
increase in cell attachment.   
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Figure 4.3.  Representative micrographs of PPyCl surfaces treated with T59 conjugated 
laminin fragments and associated controls.  Cells were stained for actin (green) and 
nuclei (blue). 
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Figure 4.4.  Histograms of neurite length for neurites observed on PPyCl treated with 
T59-Laminin fragments and associated controls.   
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Figure 4.5.  Results of the T59-YIGSR studies.  We can see that cells did not exhibit any 
additional attachment to the Polypyrrole surface as a result of the T59-YIGSR. While the 
treated films did outperform the untreated films.  The effects seem to be from the T59 
peptide rather than the YIGSR peptides inclusion.   
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Figure 4.6. a. PC12 cell density on PPyCl films treated with PBS, T59, IKVAV peptide, 
T59-IKVAV, and laminin after 48 hours in culture. ANOVA was performed, the T59-
IKVAV treated film had a significantly greater number of cells attached relative to the 
negative controls and significantly fewer cells than the positive control, laminin. b. Mean 
neurite length of PC12 cells on treated surfaces, ANOVA was performed; T59-IKVAV 
treated films had significantly longer neurites than the untreated films, and significantly 
shorter neurites than the laminin treated films, but   the T59 and IKVAV negative 
controls while shorter were not significantly significant. c. Ratio of neurites to number of 
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attached PC12 cell. (* Denotes statistical significance with an acceptance condition 
α=0.05) 
 

 
Figure 4.8.  Representative images of PC-12 cells seeded on PPyCl films treated with 
T59-laminin fragments.  An electrical stimulation (E-stim) protocol of 100 mV for two 
hours was followed.  
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Figure 4.9. Histogram of observed PC12 cell neurite lengths on T59-laminin fragment 
treated polypyrrole in the presence of electricall stimulation.  We can see that the T59-
IKVAV had more and longer neurites than the T59-YIGSR treated films but whole 
laminin out performed both as a neurite promoting surface coating.    
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Figure 4.10  a. PC12 cell density on PPyCl films treated with PBS, T59-IKVAV, and 
laminin after  electrical stimulation of 100 mV, applied for 2 hours after the first 24 hours 
in culture cells were cultured for an additional 24 hours.  ANOVA was performed; the 
T59-IKVAV treated films had significantly more cells than the untreated films, but was 
not different from the positive control, laminin.  b. Mean neurite length, ANOVA was 
performed; T59-IKVAV condition was statistically different from both the untreated 
surface and the laminin treated positive control. c. Ratio of neurties to the number of 
attached PC12 cells. (* Denotes statistical significance with an acceptance condition 
α=0.05) 
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Figure 4.11.  Micrographs of cortical astrocytes seeded on PPyCl substrates treated with 
T59-PEG and cultured for 1, 3, or 7 days.  Samples treated with T59-PEG exhibit less 
cell adhesion and cell spreading.  
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Figure 4.12 MTS assay results showing viability of astrocytes on PPyCl after being 
treated with T59-PEG or controls after 3 days.  T59-PEG treated film had a statistically 
significant reduction in astrocyte population (* Denotes statistical significance with an 
acceptance condition α=0.05) 
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Figure 4.13.  Results of assay for cell viability on PPyCl substrates treated with T59-
PEG and cultured for 1 week.  Results indicated that the T59-PEG treatment was 
effective at preventing astrocyte adhesion over a 7 day period. 
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Figure 4.14. Representative sections of subcutaneous PPyCl implants.  Panels A and C 
show PPyCl implant treated with 10 µg/ml T59 while panels B and D show an untreated 
control implant.  A and B show the DAPI staining of the sections while C and D show 
phase micrographs of PPyCl implants allowing for clear identification of the implant. 
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Figure 4.15. (A) Average of maximum fluorescent intensity of DAPI stained sections 
from the in vivo study of T59/PPyCl.  Values were used as the normalization factor for 
data shown in panel B.  (B) Normalized intensity profiles of DAPI nuclear stain versus 
distance from the PPyCl implant. Data was taken from 20 micron thick sections such as 
Figure 8, panels A and B.   
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Figure 4.16.  (A) Image of the exposed sciatic nerve.  (B) Position of the sciatic nerve 
(C-F) S-100 Stain of cells in the cells isolated in the Schwann cell protocol.  (red) S-100 
incicates that the cells containg the S-100 intermediate filament indicating the cells are 
Schwann cells.   
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Z 
Figure 4.17.  Results of BDNF assay on Schwann cells which have undergone electrical 
stimulation.  BDNF secretion seems to have been unaffected by electrical stimulation.  
The only sample which expressed a higher amount of BDNF was the collagen coated 
polypyrrole which was not stimulated.   
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Figure 4.18.  (A) Cell population for the Schwann cells used in the electrical stimulation 
experiment.  Electrical stimulation protocol did not affect the number of adhered cells.  
(B-D) Representative images of Schwann cells after each stimulation condition.   
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Figure 4.19.  Results of NFG ELISA on the amount of NFG released from Schwann cells 
under different electrical stimulation conditions.  It is clear that NGF is secreted in 
greater quantities under electrical stimulation conditions.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 

 

 

5.1 Conclusions and summary of findings 

My studies on the surface modification of polypyrrole have led me through a number of 

projects, but the T59 affinity binding project is where the majority of my effort has been 

focused.   

The following is a summary of my specific findings:   

1.)  I have successfully quantified the binding affinity of polypyrrole and the T59 peptide.   

- KD=92.6 nM, via equilibrium saturation assay, confirmed by homologous 

competition assay. 

- koff=2.4 s-1, via single molecule force spectroscopy. 

- kon=2.55 x 107 M-1 s-1, by calculation from previous results. 

- I was able to successfully inhibit binding of T59 to polypyrrole in using the single 

molecule approach, by the addition of free T59.   
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2.)  I have proposed and tested a hypothesis for the mechanism of binding of polypyrrole 

and T59. The results of these experiments support the aspartic acid/oxidized polymer 

hypothesis.   

- I proposed that the primary energetic contribution to the binding interaction of T59 

and polypyrrole is the negative charge on the D8 residue interacting coulombically 

with the partial positive charge on the oxidized polypyrrole backbone. 

- To test this I replaced the D8 residue with glycine and observed that the molecule no 

longer bound to polypyrrole. 

- Binding was however observed when I replaced the D8 residue with glutamate, to 

test the binding with a similarly charged residue of a slightly different shape. 

- I showed that binding was disrupted when the aspartic acid was protonated.   

- Binding was diminished on reduced polypyrrole films, which do not possess the 

partial positive charge along their backbone. 

- Binding was observed on polypyrrole films doped with different molecules, 

confirming the need of the polymer to be in its oxidized state.   

- I showed that T59 bound with similar affinity to PSS doped polypyrrole, with a 

lower saturation concentration.  This suggests that the large PSS chains hang out of 

the polymer film and obscure binding sites on the polypyrrole surface. 

- The results of other studies indicate that the mechanism does have a significant 

conformational component other than just the D8-polypyrrole interaction. 
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3.) I have shown that the addition of T59 to the surface of polypyrrole does not affect the 

conductivity of thin films. 

 

4.) I successfully employed the T59 surface modification strategy to generate a surface 

that integrates electrical stimulation and ECM cues. 

-T59 was used to tether the laminin fragments IKVAV and YIGSR to a polypyrrole 

surface.  The T59-IKVAV treated surface was found to promote cell adhesion and the 

extension of neurites from PC12 cells.   

-Electrical stimulation on T59-IKVAV and T59-YIGSR showed increased neurite 

extension, but not increased cell attachment.    

 

5.)  T59 was used to tether the non-cell adhesive polymer, poly(ethylene glycol), to a 

polypyrrole surface.  This surface treatment was shown to inhibit adhesion of cortical 

astrocytes. 

 

6.) I performed an in vivo study of T59 treated polypyrrole films, showing that T59 

surface treatment did not change the response to the implanted films. 

-  Inspection of cell density at the implant interface shows no significant difference in 

encapsulation profile as a result of T59 treatment. 

- Profile of cells involved in the encapsulation response also showed no differences as 

a result of T59 treatment. 
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The T59/Polypyrrole project is being left with a set of parameters for its application to 

tissue engineering problems, as well as a supportable hypothesis as to the mechanism of 

binding.  Furthermore, I presented proof of principle that this surface modification 

technique can be applied to add either positive or negative cellular cues to polypyrrole 

films.  The other projects in which I have participated have also prepared me by allowing 

me to see competing approaches for surface modification and alternative methods for 

cuing nerve regeneration.   

 

 

5.2 Future Work 

My suggestions as to the future of this project would focus on two directions.  The first 

direction would be an investigation further into the binding mechanism of the phage 

derived T59 peptide and the organic conducting polymer, polypyrrole.  The second 

direction would be towards finding greater application for this system.    

 

 

5.2.1 Mechanism 

With regards to further investigations into the binding mechanism, my results have 

supported the hypothesis that the D8 residue of T59 is interacting coulombically with the 

oxidized backbone of the polymer; but this was not the only contribution to the binding 

interaction.  There is some contribution from the rest of the sequence which contributes 
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to the binding, as illustrated by the lower frequency and lower magnitude events which 

were observed at certain conditions.   

There is a collaboration ongoing with Dr. Pengyu Ren and another student John Fonner 

which is seeking to model the T59/polypyrrole interaction using molecular dynamics.  

This work should provide a method to more systematically predict the mechanism of 

binding.  The simulation should be capable of calculating the free energy of the binding 

interaction, giving a theoretical confirmation of the experimental results.  Furthermore, an 

examination of the molecular orientation and predicted intermolecular forces should 

indicate a mechanism which can be later tested through further experiments.  This 

technique should also allow for the quickly screening of numerous variants to test the 

implications of the earlier observations.  By changing the peptide sequence we should be 

able to more rapidly test the hypotheses generated as to the mechanism of binding.  An  

additional feature of the simulation package, is that the AFM experiments can be 

simulated by applying a force field to the peptide interacting with the polymer.  This 

could give direct theoretical comparison to many of my results.   

A number of specific experiments would be logical next steps, beginning with an 

expansion of the studies on the AFM.  Numerous other analyses are accessible via this 

technique; starting with an analysis on the spacial information accessible by inspection of 

the locations of the unbinding events.   This would be made more complicated however 

by the uneven z-position of the polypyrrole chains.  Specifically, the variable molecular 

weight and flexibility of the polypyrrole chains allow the polymer/peptide complex to 

load in differing positions relative to the contact point.  This makes an analysis more 
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complicated and in need of a redesign of the procedures I used.  Perhaps generating films 

with low, but defined molecular weight polypyrrole chains in a low surface density may 

become possible in the future.  This configuration would help glean more information 

from this technique.   

Another experiment would be to look at the binding of T59 and other oxidized 

conjugated poly(hetero-cycles), such as polythiophene, polyaniline, or poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT).  Specifically, the proposed mechanism would 

seemingly be compatible with polythiophene.  By examining the potential binding of T59 

and both oxidized and reduced polythiophene films, we could perhaps gain more 

evidence to support the D8/oxidized backbone mechanism hypothesis. 

Similar to this, any number of additional variant experiments may be considered.  I would 

suggest in the future, however, that these studies be limited to testing specific hypotheses 

and not used as exploratory experiments as was the case with some of my later 

investigations into the R2 residue and the Y9 F10 sequence.   

 

5.2.2 Applications 

I anticipate other applications for this technique; however, I would like to put forward 

four areas where I see opportunities for progress.  

First would be to address the stability of the T59/polypyrrole complex.  By expressing 

multiple copies of the T59 peptide on the molecule of interest, it would make the stability 

of the surface modification increase exponentially.  This harkens back to the concept of 

learning from biological solutions.  Just as the phage used to isolate this molecule 
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expressed five copies of T59 on its coat, a polymer chain or oligopeptide which was 

associated with five copies of T59 would be more stable on the polypyrrole surface. 

The conjugation of T59 to large biomolecules is another application which bears further 

study.  I have shown that PEG can be successfully conjugated to the polypyrrole surface, 

as well as small peptides, via the T59 affinity technique, but this approach may be 

applicable in conjugating large proteins or enzymes.  With the massive market for 

amperometric sensors, using conducting polymers associated with enzymes.  This may 

provide a technique to stabilize enzymes in configurations needed for such devices.  

More to the field of tissue engineering, growth factors may also be conjugated to T59 in 

the effort to control cellular behavior. 

A suggestion by Jae Lee, was to use my insight into the mechanism of binding to 

generate a reversible cell attachment method.  By treating polypyrrole films in their 

oxidized state, functionality could be imparted to them, resulting in increased cell 

attachment.  Following some period of time, the polypyrrole film could be reduced, 

resulting in a decrease in the affinity of the T59 functionalized molecule, and a 

subsequent release of surface bound cells.  Upon application of an oxidative potential, 

T59 would theoretically bind to the surface again.  Such a reduction event would also 

result in the release of dopant ions which may also have an effect on cells.  However, the 

potential for a reversible cell attachment protocol is intriguing.   

Finally, I would like to see T59 used in self-assembly related applications.  By 

conjugating this peptide onto carbon nanotubes, this would be an interesting approach at 

creating nanoscale circuits.  By patterning polypyrrole on to a substrate and subsequent 
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exposure to T59 modified nanotubes which preferentially adhere to the patterned areas, 

nanoscale connections can be realized without the need to use any prohibitively 

expensive positioning equipment.   

 

5.3 Final Statement 

The conclusion which I have reached after study of the T59 affinity surface modification 

technique is that it is a viable approach when looking to modify the surface of 

polypyrrole.  With continued work, more stable configurations could be employed to 

make this technique competitive with other surface modification strategies in terms of 

stability and surface density.  Additionally, the continued study into the binding 

mechanism would lead to interesting insights which may aid in that design. 
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